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Prisons and prison conditions have been in the headlines of late: overcrowding, high levels of violent behaviour, (il)legal highs, record levels of deaths in custody and staff shortages are all reasons given for why the prison system in England and Wales is currently said to be in crisis. Rather than focus on these negative aspects of prisons, however, this special edition of the PSJ looks at Restorative Justice (RJ) and in particular its use in prisons. While it is currently being used both in and out of prisons in many countries worldwide, for reasons of space, we focus on its recent history and use in England and Wales, New Zealand and Australia. The contributors are all proponents of RJ, but have taken time to reflect on the ‘good and the bad’, as well as the frustrations experienced in developing what is still an emerging discipline. Recently enshrined in (sentencing) law in at least one country, RJ is increasingly being seen as a necessary and purposeful component of our Criminal justice system(s).

In any volume on a particular topic one of the forefront issues is to define exactly what the subject matter is; with this being the role of the first article. As eloquently argued by Masahiro Suzuki and Hennessey Hayes while RJ has become attractive to scholars, policy-makers and practitioners across the globe; there is often confusion over what exactly RJ is and what qualifies as RJ. The authors therefore give us the historical background to RJ and importantly focus on RJ in terms of the concept, its definition and practice. For readers not that familiar with notions of RJ this is a useful introduction to the key literature.

The next few articles then focus on the use of RJ in prisons. The first of these articles, written by Gerry Johnstone, provides an overview of RJ in prisons, looking at three approaches. These include victim awareness and responsibility acceptance courses (e.g. the Sycamore Tree programme); victim offender mediation and conferencing; and restorative imprisonment. He argues that the latter is a vision rather than a current practice but could exist where the principles and practices of RJ fully permeate the work of the prison. In terms of a ‘restorative prison’ Gerry Johnstone looks at how this might be achieved by looking at how RJ principles could influence induction and sentence planning, prison work and the prison and its surrounding community. Also importantly he questions the nature and purpose of imprisonment and suggests that by reforming current prisons using RJ principles, these fundamental questions could finally be answered.

‘RJ in prison: a contradiction in terms or a challenge and a reality’ looks at the Sycamore Tree project in more detail. Written by Penny Parker, a Sycamore Tree tutor, it details what the programme is, how it works, how offenders are selected, offender experiences, participant feedback, victim involvement including when this occurs and also how this affects the participants. Penny Parker looks at offender responsibility and explains how this is achieved through the programme but importantly details how the programme also looks at their lives going forward. The article also offers some data on whether or not the programme works in terms of reducing reoffending. More evidence is needed but current data appears to be positive.

The Sycamore Tree programme is again mentioned in the next article by Kim Workman, which looks at the use and history of RJ in New Zealand Prisons. Tracing the rise and fall of RJ in custodial settings this article provides many case studies where prison conferences have been beneficial to both offender and victim participants. While government funding for direct victim/offender mediation and the Sycamore Tree project was discontinued in 2010, the article nevertheless ends with some optimism for the future, citing the new government policy that requires all New Zealand judges to consider RJ options prior to sentencing. This theme is picked up in an interview later on in the edition with one of these judges who runs one of New Zealand’s experimental Drug Courts.

The final article on the use of RJ in prisons is written by Kimmet Edgar, Head of Research at the Prison Reform Trust. Rather than focusing on the use of RJ to mediate between offenders and victims, this interesting article looks at how RJ can be used in segregation units and in the management of often violent and disruptive prisoners. Kimmet argues that by using RJ in this environment a sense of responsibility can be instilled in those held in custody which can help with overall behaviour management. By treating offenders with respect and with RJ much more can be achieved than dirty protests and controlled force.
We then turn to an article written by David Thompson which focuses on the use of RJ in the community through Circles of Support and Accountability (CoSA). This is currently being used with many high-risk sex offenders when they are released back into the community and so serves as a useful risk management tool for NOMS. Recent additions to the programme also include a number of initiatives where Circles are being started within the prison environment so that the positive functions for the Core member can begin before release. David Thompson traces the history of CoSA and also sets out their usefulness and contribution to the RJ debate. If we do ever reach a stage that RJ in prison is the norm rather than the exception it is important that there are suitable community programmes in place so that any benefits realised in prison can be built upon following release.

Following on from the practice of RJ in the secure estate, we then consider effectiveness. The first article by Theo Gavrielides looks at the efficacy of RJ in custodial settings with specific reference to juvenile offenders. Although he states that the literature is rather scant in this area, his general view is that there are many benefits which can be experienced by young people; including an opportunity to express remorse; a greater sense of closure; to change perceptions about the impact of offending and an opportunity for the victim to ask the ‘why me’ question. The article also considers the cost-benefits of RJ and again makes some favourable comments, concluding that whilst evidence is again scarce, RJ practices do appear to be cheaper than more traditional criminal justice options.

Finally, and in an attempt to provide balance, we turn to the opposite viewpoint with an article by William Wood. He looks at the promises and problems of RJ in terms of its use in the prison secure estate and offers a more critical view. In particular he looks at the recent history of prison policy and questions whether prison as an institution could ever make the necessary changes which would be required to make it truly restorative. He also offers some comments about the use of RJ in prisons, arguing that as the vast majority of current RJ programmes do not involve the direct victim can they ever really be said to practice RJ principles? Furthermore he questions whether current ‘restorative values’ in prisons originate in RJ traditions.

Even though this edition ends on perhaps a more cautious note than it began, we hope that the articles provide food for thought and will encourage practitioners and policymakers to consider the benefits and pitfalls of using RJ within custodial settings.
Since its emergence, restorative justice (RJ) has attracted scholars, practitioners and policy-makers from around the world. At the same time, however, such popularity has also generated confusion and a lack of consensus on what is RJ. Different people have proposed different notions of what qualifies as RJ. This article aims to contribute to such an ongoing debate by providing an overall picture of RJ. In this commentary, consideration is given to three aspects of RJ: concept, definition and practice.

What is restorative justice?

Concept

Developing effective ways of responding to crime has been a long-standing challenge. In this regard, conventional justice systems have been criticised for their ineffectiveness.¹ In conventional justice systems, laws identify punishable acts, and as such, crime is seen as a law-breaking behaviour. As a consequence of criminal behaviour, convicted or admitted wrongdoers are the subject of punishment imposed by the state. Yet, the intent of punishment is not always clear to offenders, due to the lack of moral communication during the justice process.² The adversarial nature of conventional justice systems encourages offenders to justify their behaviour by denying or neutralising responsibility for what they have done, because their focus is on avoiding harsher penalties rather than on understanding the impact of their crime on victims.³

Conventional justice systems also fail to meet the needs of victims. In the conventional justice process, victims have been neglected.⁴ Victims’ roles in the conventional justice process are limited and they are disempowered because they are not actively involved in the decision-making process in responding to the crimes committed against them.⁵

In response to these critiques,⁶ RJ emerged in the 1970s as a new mode of responding to crime. Daly⁷ observed that there are four key scholars who have mainly contributed to developing the early concept of RJ. Albert Eglash⁸ first coined the term, RJ. He identified three types of justice (retributive, distributive and restorative) and argued that, while retributive and distributive justice focus on punishing offenders and ignoring victims, RJ focuses on the restoration of the harm caused by crime. Second, Randy Barnett⁹ proposed the need for a new paradigm that views crime not as an offence against the state, but as an offence committed by one person against another. He argued that traditional criminal justice systems, which utilises punishment as a major strategy in response to crime, are not effective. Third, Howard Zehr¹⁰ argued for a paradigm shift. Zehr claimed that conventional justice systems have failed to address crimes because it still retains a ‘retributive’ lens that views crime as a behaviour that violates criminal law. This view discourages offenders from understanding the impact of their crimes on victims. He therefore argued for the need to shift from a ‘retributive’ lens to a ‘restorative’ lens, which re-conceptualises crime as a violation of the

relationship between victims and offenders and encourages offenders to repair the harm caused by their crimes. Finally, Nils Christie\(^{11}\) proposed the need to return crime as 'conflict' to those who are directly affected by crime. These are victims, offenders and the community, who are the stakeholders of crime. Christie argued that crime as a 'conflict' between stakeholders is 'stolen' by the state and professionals who represent these stakeholders in the justice process. As a consequence, Christie argued that these stakeholders are disempowered by being deprived of opportunities not only to express their feelings but also to resolve the conflict on their own. As such, at the early stages of its development, RJ was proposed as a conceptual opposition to conventional justice systems, which were claimed to be retributive and to have failed.\(^{12}\)

However, such an over-simplified dichotomy between retributive and restorative justice has been criticised.\(^{13}\) As Daly\(^{13}\) observed, such a view was useful in the early stages of the evolution of RJ to attract and convince a broader audience. However, RJ actually contains some retributive elements in its means to achieve its goals because it imposes some burdens on offenders often through moral persuasion.\(^{14}\) Retributive and restorative elements are thus not considered mutually exclusive; rather, both should be viewed as interlinked and necessary to achieve justice.\(^{15}\) Therefore, as an early pioneer of RJ, Zehr\(^{15}\) changed his original view and argued that it is more common today to view the concept of justice along a continuum from 'fully restorative' to 'non-restorative'.

There are arguably two core approaches for interventions to be restorative. First, RJ aims to achieve justice by repairing the harm caused by crime. Viewing crime as a violation of the relationship between victims and offenders gives offenders an obligation to put their broken relationship ‘into proper balance’.\(^{16}\) Second, to repair the harm caused by crime, RJ aims to involve the stakeholders of the crime in the decision-making process for dealing with the aftermath of the crime as it is difficult to repair the harm without the involvement of those directly affected.\(^{17}\)

### Definition

The definition of RJ has been contested.\(^{20}\) This may partly relate to its development as a concept and as a practice. For example, Van Ness and Strong\(^{21}\) provide five movements that influenced the development of RJ: informal justice; use of restitution; victims’ rights; reconciliation and conferencing; and social justice. Further, Daly and Proietti-Scifoni\(^{22}\) provide additional reasons for the difficulty in defining RJ, such as global popularity, ambiguity in key terms, various views among RJ theorists and advocates, and applications in transitional justice contexts. Therefore, reaching an absolute definition of RJ has become a challenging task and different scholars and practitioners try to define RJ differently.

Amongst the various definitions of RJ, however, there are two distinct definitions of RJ that are commonly used: purist and maximalist.\(^{23}\) The first and perhaps the most cited is Marshall’s purist definition of RJ, which he defines as ‘a process whereby parties with
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12. Daly (2013) see n.7.
16. Ibid.
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... without referring to goals, there might be a risk of leading to unexpected outcomes, which may not be restorative at all.

In response to these critiques on the purist definition of RJ, Bazemore and Walgrave proposed what is called a maximalist definition of RJ: ‘every action that is primarily oriented toward doing justice by repairing the harm that has been caused by crime.’ Contrary to the purist definition, the maximalist definition of RJ focuses on outcomes as the essential aim of RJ — repairing the harm caused by crime — and it does not limit RJ to a specific process to achieve that goal. By doing so, maximalists aim to transform all conventional justice practices into restorative ones.

The maximalist definition of RJ is not without its critics. For instance, McCold criticizes it for five reasons. First, it does not provide any measure to distinguish ‘what is and what is not restorative’ because it is not theoretically clear how both restorative and retributive goals are incorporated in the definition. Second, it fails to incorporate stakeholders in decision-making processes, leading to a failure to appropriately address the key component of RJ, which is the personal or relational nature of crime. Third it includes coercive measures as a restorative practice, despite the fact that it claims to be voluntary. Fourth, although RJ is a different paradigm from conventional justice, it does not contain any ‘serious challenge to the retributive/deterrent paradigm or the therapeutic/treatment paradigm of justice and legitimizes the goals of both as restorative’. Finally, lacking a clear definition of the central concept of RJ, namely harm, may make it difficult to distinguish RJ from other conventional models of justice.

It has been almost 50 years since RJ originated. However, the debate over its definition has yet to be settled and it remains a challenge. In this regard, Braithwaite and Strang suggested viewing RJ not as a dichotomy between process and outcome but as a continuum ‘involving a commitment to both
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restorative processes and restorative values’. Thus, rather than pursuing a concrete definition of RJ, it may be more fruitful to view both process and outcome along a continuum from less restorative to more restorative.\(^{38}\) However, Daly\(^{39}\) has more recently claimed the need for a more concrete definition of RJ because while RJ is already at the stage of being assessed empirically, without a concrete definition it is almost impossible to define its effectiveness. Therefore, Daly\(^{40}\) has changed her previous view, which was that the lack of consensus over the definition of RJ is not fatal because it reflects a variety of ideas, interests and ideologies of justice.\(^{41}\) Daly\(^{42}\) has recently suggested that RJ should be viewed as a type of ‘justice mechanism’, which means not as a type of justice but as ‘a justice response, process, activity, measure, or practice’. Therefore, Daly proposes a definition of RJ as ‘a contemporary justice mechanism to address crime, disputes, and bounded community conflict’ and ‘[t]he mechanism is a meeting (or several meetings) of affected individuals, facilitated by one or more impartial people’.\(^{41}\)

**Practice**

Although RJ as a ‘meeting’ is currently implemented in the different continents of North America, Europe, Australasia, Africa, Latin America, and Asia,\(^{44}\) they adopt different forms of RJ that vary in operational features.\(^{48}\) Amongst these forms, there are three primary forms of RJ: victim-offender mediation (VOM); conferencing; and circle process.\(^{48}\) These forms are considered primary as they share essential components of RJ, such as dialogue-driven process,\(^{47}\) and because they have influenced the development of other forms of RJ, such as youth justice panels.\(^{48}\)

VOM was the first contemporary form of RJ implemented in Ontario, Canada in 1974. In VOM, victims and offenders are first prepared for the process by a trained mediator, where they are told how the process works and what they are expected to do. Victims and offenders are then brought together in a meeting coordinated and facilitated by a trained mediator. In this process, victims explain to offenders how the crime has affected them, and offenders explain what they did and why, and answer questions from victims. Once victims and offenders have had a chance to speak, to ask questions, and to respond, a mediator helps the parties consider how to put things right.\(^{49}\) VOM is now utilised in most European countries.\(^{50}\)

In 1990, the New Zealand government introduced conferencing for young offenders with the enactment of the *Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act, 1989*. Conferencing gives a significant role to a ‘community of care’ in its process. It involves not only victims and offenders but also their supporters and sometimes even community members to support victims and offenders. The conferencing process is generally divided into two phases: story-telling and outcome-discussion. In the story-telling phase, participants express their views and opinions about the crime and its impact. In the outcome discussion phase, the focus of the discussion shifts into what offenders should do to repair the harm caused by crime.\(^{51}\) Conferencing is
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implemented predominantly in Australia\textsuperscript{52} and New Zealand\textsuperscript{53} for young offenders (and also some European countries).\textsuperscript{54} Also, like New Zealand, conferencing is legislated in all states and territories in Australia.\textsuperscript{55}

The third primary form of RJ is arguably\textsuperscript{56} the circle process. Drawing upon indigenous practices, a judge, Barry Stuart, first used the circle process in Yukon, Canada in 1992. In the process, the notion of stakeholders is broadened and community members who have an interest in the crime may participate in the process. All of the participants in a circle process are asked to express their feelings about the crime and this continues until resolution is reached. This communication is facilitated and protected by the keeper who is often a community member. The process of the circle may be more ritualised because a ‘talking piece’ is passed between participants, and the participant who holds it is the only one allowed to speak.\textsuperscript{57} The circle process is practiced for indigenous offenders in some countries, such as Australia\textsuperscript{58} and Canada.\textsuperscript{59}

There are fewer comparative studies between different forms of RJ.\textsuperscript{60} While comparing these different forms of RJ may lead to different outcomes,\textsuperscript{61} such differences may not be as important as expected. This is because these differences are somewhat blurred in current practices\textsuperscript{62} and there are more similarities than differences.\textsuperscript{63} Based on their Campbell Collaboration Systematic Review,\textsuperscript{64} Strang and Sherman\textsuperscript{65} suggest that at this moment conferencing is the only practice that is strongly supported by rigorous evidence because in their review other forms of RJ such as VOM were excluded for failing to meet rigorous criteria. However, as Daly\textsuperscript{66} suggests, one needs to be careful in interpreting such a claim, not only because in the systematic review certain types of crime, such as sex offences, were excluded, but also because the review focused exclusively on diversionary conferencing. It is possible that diversionary conferences may have a different effect on victims compared to victims attending conferences conducted at other stages of the justice process, such as post-sentencing. That said, except for the Strang and Sherman systematic review, many rigorous examinations on what is the ‘best practice’ of RJ have yet to be conducted. This raises a need to conduct such studies for the further development of RJ.

**Concluding remarks**

The rapid growth of RJ has led to ambiguity of what is RJ. Since RJ is believed to continue to grow not only in the field of criminal justice, but also in other areas such as in school and workplace, a better understanding of what is RJ has become vital. It is our intention to contribute by providing an overview on the recent debate over RJ. RJ is currently viewed as a continuum from not restorative to fully restorative rather than a simple dichotomy between retributive and restorative justice. Despite a long time period since its emergence, the controversy over the definition of RJ is an ongoing challenge and the ‘best practice’ of RJ has yet to be identified. Future theoretical debate and research on RJ should contribute to these challenges.
Restorative Justice in Prisons

Gerry Johnstone is a Professor of Law in the Law School at the University of Hull.

In recent years there has been a significant development of restorative justice in prisons. This has taken a variety of forms, ranging from limited experiments with restorative encounters involving very small numbers of prisoners and a handful of crime victims to more ambitious efforts to introduce a restorative justice ethos throughout entire prisons. In this article, a number of different approaches to the use of restorative justice within prisons will be delineated. This will be followed by a very brief discussion of the potential of restorative justice in prisons.

The precise meaning of ‘restorative justice’ is a matter of some debate. For the purposes of this paper, restorative justice will be discussed as a distinctive way of thinking about how we should understand and respond to crime. Restorative justice understands crime as ‘a violation of the just relationship that should exist between individuals’. In responding to crime, restorative justice prioritises the question of what we should do in order to repair the harm the offender has caused. And, in restorative justice the emphasis is on the power of dialogue to solve seemingly intractable conflicts and problems in human relationships and to bring about significant positive transformations in people’s attitudes and dispositions. Characteristic practices of restorative justice include:

Victim-offender mediation: a victim and offender meet face-to-face to talk about how the crime affected the victim and to try to reach an agreement about what the offender should do in an effort to repair the harm caused.

Restorative conferencing: similar to victim-offender mediation, but differs in that a wider group of people take part in the discussion.

Restorative justice in prisons

In practice, restorative justice in prisons schemes vary considerably in terms of: (i) who instigates and runs them; (ii) objectives; (iii) methods; (iv) participants; (v) role of victims; (vi) alignment with other activities in the prison and criminal justice system; and (vii) underlying aspirations and ideals. In what follows, I will identify three different (but not mutually exclusive) ways of using restorative justice in prisons.

Approach 1: Victim awareness and responsibility acceptance courses

One form which restorative justice in prisons takes is that of courses designed to enable prisoners to understand better the impact of crime upon victims and to take responsibility for their actions. Such courses include the Hope Prison Ministry (South Africa), the SORI (Supporting Offenders through Restoration Inside) Programme, the Forgiveness Project, the Insight Development Group (Oregon, USA), Opening Doors (Ohio, USA), and Bridges to Life (Texas, USA). Here, I will focus on one of the best known and most globally developed examples of such courses: the Sycamore Tree Programme (STP).

The STP is instigated and run by a non-governmental organisation: the Prison Fellowship (PF). PFs are Christian ministries, run by a small team of paid staff who support the work of a larger number of volunteers. Today, PFs exist in 125 countries, with national organisations being associated with each other through Prison Fellowship International (PFI). PFI developed the STP in 1996, with the name deriving from the Biblical story of Zacchaeus. A STP is run in a prison by trained PF volunteers and small group facilitators. A

6. A fourth approach, which involves using restorative justice as an alternative or supplement to internal disciplinary procedures, is discussed in the Council of Europe report (see note 2).
8. Ibid.
course typically consists of six–eight sessions of two–three hours. The objectives are to meet the needs of both inmates and crime victims who participate. With regard to inmates, the goals include: encouraging them to take responsibility for their actions; enabling them to experience confession, repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation regarding their offences; and to help them make amends through participation in acts of symbolic restitution. With regard to victims, the aims include: helping them to resolve issues around the offence committed against them; helping them to become better informed about crime, offenders and restorative justice; enabling them to see offenders take responsibility for their offending; and helping them gain a sense of closure, forgiveness and peace.

The STP brings together a group of prisoners with a group of ‘unrelated’ victims, that is the victims are not the direct victims of the offenders they meet. The course consists of group discussions, role-plays, victim–offender dialogues, readings, and a workbook which inmates complete. A key part of the course involves victims telling their stories of how the crimes committed against them affected their lives. In the final session, prisoners may make symbolic restitution.

Prisoners tend to be recruited for participation in the course in one of two ways: either (i) they sign up for the course after seeing posters or flyers distributed in the prison or (ii) staff in the institution — such as officers, chaplains or behavioural experts — select them and offer them the opportunity to participate. Victims also tend to be recruited in one of two ways. Some hear about the course through articles in newsletters and so on and then approach the PF. However, there is also some proactive ‘recruitment of victims’ by PF volunteers.

Victims have a crucial role to play in STPs, and are carefully selected and prepared for that role. Victims can help offenders understand how their offending behaviour actually affects real people: how offending behaviour impacts upon the victim’s daily life, work, health, sleep and so on and how it also affects other members of the victim’s family. Hence, offenders come to realise that their offences have harmed people in ways they previously had not considered or imagined, and that the harm extends well beyond that captured by the official, legal definition of the crime.

Although it is less part of the ‘official’ function, participation in the STP also tends to benefit victims, and many organisers do regard this as an important benefit. According to the course organisers, victims tend to report that telling their story has therapeutic and empowering effects; for example that before participation in the course they still thought of the themselves as victims, whereas telling their story and seeing the reactions of the prisoners helps them ‘process’ what happened to them.

The STP is organised by agencies outside of the prison administration. To run the course, the organisers require permission for their volunteer facilitators, tutors and victims to come into the prison along with a suitable room in which to run the course, and some cooperation from the prison authorities in helping them secure prisoner participants. However, beyond that, the course need not be aligned with any other activities in the prison or criminal justice system.

At its heart, the STP seems underpinned by the idea of redemption. People who have made mistakes, done harmful things or even, as in the Biblical story from which it derives its name, led bad lives, can be saved or redeemed. But, this redemption must be earned. Offenders themselves need to go through the often painful, but ultimately liberating, experience of taking personal responsibility for their decisions, actions and life course. They must express remorse for what they have done and been, and commit to acting and being better in the future.

Approach 2: Victim-offender mediation and conferencing in prisons

Restorative practices such as victim–offender mediation and conferencing are most commonly employed in community settings, as an alternative to conventional criminal justice processes. However, for most restorative justice advocates, the aspiration is to use restorative justice in a much larger proportion of cases, including cases involving adults who have committed serious crimes. In such cases, there is little chance of restorative justice being used as an alternative to conventional criminal justice. Hence, in

9. Source: interview conducted with STP coordinator (interview 5, 080514) as part of the EU funded Action ‘Building Bridges’ (JUST/2013/PEN/AG/4479) (see http://restorative-justice.eu/bb/).
order to have restorative justice in such cases, it needs to run in parallel with conventional criminal justice processes. For the offences of persons sentenced to imprisonment, although there is the option of post-release restorative justice, if a restorative justice process is to take place within a reasonable period after the offence it will often need to happen during the prison sentence. Accordingly, schemes have been established to conduct restorative justice processes within prisons.  

Such schemes emerged in Canada, Switzerland and the USA in the 1980s and early 1990s. There are currently highly developed schemes in Hungary and Belgium.

When mediation or conferencing takes place within prisons, it tends to be organised in one of two ways. First, governmental and non-governmental (or voluntary sector) agencies and individuals who provide mediation and conferencing services in community settings extend their work into prison settings with the agreement of the prison authorities. Second, agencies working within prison services, often with experience of mediation and conference from previous work, start a prison-based scheme.

The basic objective of such schemes is to achieve some degree of reconciliation between the imprisoned offender and their actual victims. This is regarded as beneficial to both offenders and victims. Offenders, especially when their release is impending, sometimes have a need to resolve what happened between them and the victim (or the victim’s family in the case of homicide). They may wish to express their repentance to the victim, but will have had no opportunity to do so. And, they may have a need to know what the victim’s attitude towards them is. A mediation process can be a way of meeting these needs. Victims, on the other hand, have a range of needs which have to be met if they are to recover from the trauma of their victimization. Restorative justice proponents have tended to identify four sets of needs which must be met if victims are to recover: the need for answers to questions about what happened (some of which can only be answered by the offender); the need to express and have validated their feelings about what happened; the need for empowerment — the regaining of control over their environment; and the need for reassurance about their future safety (again, a need which can often only be met fully by reassurances received directly from the offender).

Mediation and conferencing services provided in community settings have, as part of their objectives, the meeting of such needs. But, for victims whose offenders are imprisoned, the meeting of such needs requires the provision of such services in prison settings.

As these programmes involve the extension of restorative justice schemes developed in community settings into prison settings, their methods, participants and role of victims are the same as those described in the earlier account of ‘characteristic restorative justice practices’. Where programmes are initiated and run by agencies who work outside the prison service, as with victim awareness courses they are not necessarily aligned with any other activities in the prison or criminal justice system. These schemes might be understood as a supplement to what the criminal justice system usually does — and are designed to meet the needs of offenders and victims which criminal justice, as currently constituted, does not meet.

The ideals and aspirations behind these programmes are, likewise identical to those of the restorative justice movement in general. The key idea is...
that criminal offences — as well as being legal transgressions that harm society — also cause harm to the people directly involved. Our criminal justice system is designed to redress the offence against society, but tends to do little to heal the harm crime does to people and relationships. Like all restorative justice schemes, mediation or conferencing in prison is motivated by concerns to identify and repair such harm.

**Approach 3: Restorative imprisonment**

The third approach is more a vision of some restorative justice advocates than something which has actually been practiced, although there have been prisons that have experimented with some of its ideas. The vision is of a ‘fully restorative prison’. Even if such a vision is seen as unlikely to ever be realised, it is important to consider it because it brings out more fully the implications of restorative justice for prisons and can also be a yardstick against which the ‘restorativeness’ of other models and experiments can be assessed. In a fully restorative prison, principles and practices of restorative justice would permeate the work of the prison. In addition, I will suggest, the idea of a restorative prison has implications for thinking about fundamental questions concerning the nature and purposes of imprisonment.

This approach would clearly incorporate elements from approaches one and two, outlined above. There would be victim empathy courses in which prisoners meet with ‘unrelated’ victims and opportunities for prisoners to encounter their actual victims for restorative dialogue. But in addition, the achievement of restorative justice goals — such as repairing the harm which crime causes to people and relationships — would be incorporated into the prison’s mission, and restorative justice principles would influence the way society answers the question ‘Why the prison?’. In order to illustrate this idea, let us look at just a few of its implications.

**Induction and sentence planning:** The message which those sentenced to imprisonment receive from society and the courts is that they are being sent to prison as punishment for their offences. Not surprisingly, many offenders interpret this message as meaning that by suffering the hardships of imprisonment for a certain period of time they will have paid for their offence. In a restorative prison, this message would be countered at the induction and sentence planning stages, and constantly from that point on. Prisoners would be encouraged to take ‘active responsibility’. The message would be that they must use their time in prison to make amends for their offence in more active ways. Prisoners would be encouraged and assisted to think about how they could use their time in prison to help repair the harm they caused to their victims and to the wider society and to ensure that, on release, they were less likely to engage in further harmful acts.

**Prison work:** Throughout the history of imprisonment, prison work has been conceived and organised in a variety of ways. Hard labour and degrading work has been used to enhance the pain and disgrace of imprisonment. Efforts (invariably unsuccessful) have been made to make sufficient profit from the labour of prisoners to make prisons self-sufficient. Since the emergence of the rehabilitative ideal in the late nineteenth century, the aspiration has often been that prisoners will learn good work habits in prison. In contemporary society, many espouse the related idea that prisoners should be taught useful skills, so that they will be more employable when released. In a restorative prison, work would take on a more reparative function: as an opportunity for prisoners to do something to make amends to their victims and society for their past wrongdoing.

In a restorative prison, work would take on a more reparative function: as an opportunity for prisoners to do something to make amends to their victims and society for their past wrongdoing.
this one is by no means unique to it. In the days before ‘restorative justice’ became common currency in penal discourse, adherents to the rehabilitative ideal were saying similar things. For instance, in 1960 Hugh Klare wrote: ‘As prisoners are employed on local farms or in small factories, so it becomes clear not only that they are much like everyone else, but that the neighbourhood may be able to play its part in the rehabilitative effort’.22

The prison and its surrounding community: The boundaries between a prison and its surrounding community tend to be formidable. A restorative prison would have a different relationship with its local community. The core purpose of it would be to prepare prisoners for return to the community as law-abiding citizens. But to achieve this, as well as working on offenders within the prison, strong links should be created between prisons and the communities in which they are located. Prison walls would be more ‘permeable’ with members of the community coming in to participate in its work and prisoners going out to do constructive work in the community.23

Why the prison?: Whilst the practice of imprisonment goes back to ancient and medieval times and has been a central part of the system of judicial punishment since at least the nineteenth century, the question of why we imprison people and what functions imprisonment is supposed to perform has never been settled. Throughout its history, there has been dispute and debate over fundamental questions such as what prisons are for, what purposes they should serve, what prison conditions should be like, and what sorts of obligations and rights prisoners should have and forfeit.24 To advocate the idea of a restorative prison is to do more than argue for some small innovation or reform in the way prisons are currently run. Rather, it is to provide distinctive answers to these fundamental questions about the nature and purpose of imprisonment. It is important to emphasize again that the answers are not wholly novel. They overlap, in many respects, with many of the things that penal reformers and progressive penal administrators have been saying and doing for a long time. So, whilst restorative justice might not provide a wholly novel way of re-imaging imprisonment,25 it has the potential to provide a new ‘working ideology’ for the prison.26

The potential of restorative justice in prisons

Discussions of the idea of restorative justice in prisons, and reflections upon existing experiments with this idea, suggest that there are many potential benefits. Prisoners can gain important insights into the effects of their offending behaviour, and at the same time develop empathy for those they harm. At the same time, they can gain a valuable opportunity to make amends for their past offences through symbolic acts of restitution and reparation, including making efforts to reform themselves. Some schemes also provide opportunities for prisoners to repair damaged relationships with their own families. Hence, for those prisoners who are inclined to avail themselves of it, the availability of restorative justice in prisons can provide an opportunity for them to start repairing, morally, the damage their wrongdoing has caused to other people and hence help reconstruct their moral relationships with the community.

In general, restorative justice has the potential to meet many of the needs of victims which, if left unmet, can hamper recovery from the trauma of crime.

For those victims who take part in it, restorative justice in prison also seems beneficial. In general, restorative justice has the potential to meet many of the needs of victims which, if left unmet, can hamper recovery from the trauma of crime.27 However, at the moment, victims are likely to have the opportunity to take part in restorative justice only if their offender is (i) apprehended by the criminal justice system and (ii) then manages to stay out of custody. If restorative justice is to deliver on its claims that it can deliver an experience of justice to all crime victim who wish to avail themselves of it, ways need to be found to overcome both of these limitations. The development of restorative justice schemes in prisons (as well as

post-release schemes) is one step towards overcoming the second of these limitations. However, one of the challenges facing those advocating restorative justice in prisons is to devise ways of making a much wider group of victims aware of their existence and overcoming the many obstacles to bringing victims into prison. 29 Perhaps one of the most important potentialities of restorative justice in prisons is, however, its capacity for prompting a ‘re-imagining of imprisonment’. 30 There is a deeply felt need for a new ‘positive’ working ideology for imprisonment, and restorative justice has some potential for meeting that need. There are, however, more cautious and sceptical voices which need to be heeded if we are to have a rigorous discussion of the potential of restorative justice in prisons. One of the most systematic statements of the sceptical case is that of Guidoni. 31 Although he himself was involved in a restorative prison project in Italy, his attitude towards such projects ended up as being ambivalent. Whilst some good came from the project he was involved with, he suggests that rather than prisons being transformed in line with restorative justice principles, the more likely outcome of such projects is the temporary adoption of limited aspects of restorative justice, which are then used to add legitimacy to an institution which remains essentially punitive.

Yet, the case for restorative justice in prisons is a powerful one, which must be taken seriously by any agency in a position to exert influence over the practice of imprisonment in modern society. Although the evidence base remains limited, the task of developing and evaluating this idea fully and rigorously is now a pressing one.

The Sycamore Tree course has been introducing restorative justice principles and working restoratively in prisons across the country with short- and long-term offenders, men, women, and young people, to great effect since 1998. Sycamore Tree was introduced to prisons in England and Wales at HM Prison The Mount and since its inception it has reached over 22,000 offenders and currently runs in over 40 prisons and YOs and is in early stage development for delivery to 15–18-year-olds.

What is Sycamore Tree?

Sycamore Tree was developed in 1996 by Prison Fellowship International, a Christian social movement working on behalf of prisoners, ex-prisoners, their victims and families. The course came out of a desire to facilitate reconciliation between offenders and victims and at its creation it was intended to sit within the restorative justice paradigm, at the time a relatively new and revolutionary concept. Dan Van Ness, one of the authors of the course, is a key proponent of the approach to restorative justice that places emphasis on values rather than processes. The two fundamental concepts of a values-based approach are that crime represents a breakdown in relationships and causes harm and that resolution of the conflict caused should involve all those affected. A values-based approach encourages an enlarged view of the restorative justice ‘tent’: direct victim and offender conferences but also a range of alternative restorative approaches or practices involving wider groups affected by crime, shuttle mediations, circles of support and accountability and a victim awareness course such as Sycamore Tree. This contrasts with policy on restorative justice in England and Wales, which adopts a process driven definition focussing primarily on direct conferencing of a related victim and offender. Academic debate tends to raise theoretical issues such as whether the custodial setting of any restorative practice undermines the nature and essential elements of restorative justice and risks legitimising the prison regime and whether a programme developed as part of a rehabilitative strategy and therefore primarily, though not exclusively, offender-focussed, can be considered as a form of restorative justice. The pragmatic and practical reality is that restorative justice practices can and indeed have been working successfully in prisons for many years.

Sycamore Tree stems from the idea that restorative justice is both an alternative way of looking at crime and the impact of crime and a tool for resolving the issues crime gives rise to. It acknowledges that retributive approaches to crime resolution are overly offender-focussed and can lead to dissatisfaction among victims and a failure to deliver ‘justice’, where justice is measured by victim and community satisfaction, concepts of peace and wider interpretations of outcomes that recognise and deal with harm in the broadest sense.

Ideas that retributive and restorative justice might be mutually exclusive are no longer persuasive. Courses such as Sycamore Tree, and the adoption in England and Wales of restorative justice as a pre-sentencing option in appropriate cases under the Crime and Courts Act 2013, are based on an acknowledgement that restorative justice practices (restorative practices) and the traditional criminal justice system have to develop ways of cohabiting in the same space concurrently or consecutively as the circumstances permit and that the arguments for mutual exclusivity hold value only at a theoretical level.

Over the last decade restorative justice has rightly gained widespread acceptance among all the political parties and has played a key part in the current Government’s criminal justice agenda with policy driven by recognition of the need to get justice, and the experience of justice, right for victims of crime. Much of the excellent work to date has been focussed on rolling out direct restorative justice conferencing. But awareness is low and success, if measured in

conferences coming to fruition, is also relatively low.³ A restorative practice such as Sycamore Tree offers an opportunity to widen the spread of the restorative justice net by working with a group of offenders, introducing them to an unconnected victim of crime. It therefore offers an opportunity to reach offenders who may never be able to meet their own victims in a conference. However, it may also be a preparatory step for those for who direct restorative justice may be an option in the future and it can be the catalyst for an offender to seek a conference. As prisons appoint restorative justice coordinators many are finding, where Sycamore Tree operates, that the primary, if not only, source of offenders looking to pursue restorative justice to conference is Sycamore Tree. The course can also offer a similar opportunity to victims of crime: where a victim wishes to meet their offender but for whatever reason is not able to, Sycamore Tree can offer an opportunity for the victim, with appropriate preparation, to have a voice and to speak to an audience of offenders about how crime has impacted their life.

Sycamore Tree was developed by an international team including experienced restorative justice theorists and early-adopters with experience of Victim Offender Reconciliation Programmes (VORP) in North America. Somewhat extraordinarily, Sycamore Tree is used across the world in work from ‘normal’ criminal justice environments to work with perpetrators and victims of genocide in Rwanda; in response to ethnic conflict and tensions in the Solomon Islands; and the demobilization of paramilitary forces in Colombia.⁴

In England and Wales,⁵ Sycamore Tree was introduced as a prison-based programme designed to be delivered to a group of up to 20 offenders in an adult environment (up to 16 with young offenders and in a small group of six–eight when working with 15–18-year-olds). The course is delivered by a team of trained volunteers under the lead of an expert tutor. The course consists of six two-and-a-half hour sessions (subject to minor variations to fit individual prison regimes). The course is faith-based but not faith promoting and is open to offenders of all faiths or none. It has only one preferred criterion for participants: that they should be convicted or, if on remand, that they should have pleaded guilty. As with direct restorative justice, acceptance of conviction and guilt and a willingness to participate is an important precursor for the course, which examines what it means to take responsibility for offending behaviour.

### Sycamore Tree:

- Explains restorative justice concepts.
- Helps offenders to understand the wider impact of crime.
- Introduces offenders to victims’ experiences.
- Explores what it means to take responsibility.
- Encourages reconciliation between offender and victim and offender and his or her family.
- Offers offenders an opportunity to respond personally.
- Engages community in the rehabilitation of offenders.

### Practical issues: Selection of candidates for the course

The selection methods for the course vary from prison to prison. However, the course is rarely, if ever, advertised with posters and applications are often almost entirely by peer recommendation. It is not unusual for a tutor to be given several names over the duration of the course as cell-mates or peers on the wing ask participants to ‘put their name down’. In individual prisons referrals may also be taken from Offender Managers, probation officers or CARATs (Counselling, Assessment, Referral, Advice and Throughcare) teams but participants usually submit a standard prison ‘app’. In most prisons the course, which is accredited educationally by Gateway, is run through the Chaplaincy team. In some prisons final selection may be subject to a brief interview process to ensure that the expected level of commitment and engagement is understood.

All selected participants are required to complete a sign-up form acknowledging the key aspects of the course, including that they are expected to contribute, to participate in small group discussions and to complete a workbook between sessions. The workbook is the basis for much of the personal work participants are encouraged to do. This explores the impact of their own offending and moves on to consider how they can make amends for their behaviour. It also forms the primary basis for assessment for the Gateway Level 1 or 2 qualifications.

The principle of voluntary participation can be undermined where applicants for the course are motivated by the requirements of their OASys (Offender Assessment System) sentence plans. Over the last ten
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4. https://pfi.org/how-we-make-a-difference/restoring-justice/ (last accessed 01/05/15).
5. Sycamore Tree is run in prisons in Scotland and Northern Ireland by the Prison Fellowship Scotland and Prison Fellowship Northern Ireland.
years, the course has gained wider recognition within prisons and so is increasingly being specified for a variety of offenders, including those of so-called 'victimless' crimes involving drugs or fraud. The need to progress during a sentence, and the issues that gives rise to this, are well documented and feedback at the conclusion of Sycamore Tree often acknowledges the coercive pressures offenders can feel. Initial positions are captured in a pre-course 'expectations form' which, as well as acknowledging the requirements of a sentence plan, can give answers such as 'to give something back', 'to know more about victims' or to 'learn more' or to 'better myself'. The language is often from a limited range of vocabulary and feels like 'prison-speak' acquired after experience of the system and interviews with offender managers or probation officers. None-the-less, it is a common experience in feedback at the conclusion of the course, that participants acknowledge the progress-driven or box-ticking nature of their initial motivations but then seek independently to acknowledge the value of their experience on the course in their own, often very personal, terms.

**Delivery methods**

The sessions comprise a mix of tutor-led whole-group presentations and facilitator-led small-group work throughout which the observations, contributions and experiences of participants are welcomed. A tutor manual outlines key themes and session aims but delivery is not prescribed and the sessions are unscripted. This allows tutors to adopt their own style and language and to respond flexibly to comments, questions and events. This is a key strength of the course; the flexibility in sessions results in greater ‘buy-in’ by participants and a sense of ‘ownership’ of the responses. Participants have responded that it makes it ‘real’. Tutors make clear that their intention is to create a ‘safe place’ that requires mutual respect and confidentiality between participants and trust within the group. From the outset, tutors and facilitators couch their language in terms of trust and openness and ownership of the course by the offenders, resonating with the idea that desistance is a process that belongs to the desister. A variety of delivery tools are used including ice-breaker exercises encompassing a thought provoking idea, role-play exploring offender and victims attitudes and experiences based around the story of Zaccheus the tax collector from Luke’s Gospel, interactive discussion and a range of short films commissioned specifically for the course. These films comprise a mix of short documentary-style clips portraying actual offender experiences, including some who have been through restorative justice conferencing with their victims, and a three-part fictional story that contributes to debate about the wider impact of crime on victims, community and on an offender’s family. The approach of the delivery team is of positive reinforcement. Modelling responsible behaviour and involving the participants throughout, the team guide the participants through a process of self-discovery and learning, engaging emotional awareness and developing inter-personal skills.

After an initial wariness in session one, it is noticeable that relationships warm. Some participants have noted that facilitators were ‘nice people who care about us and want to see us do well and turn our life around’. It is clear that the volunteer role is significant as participants realise course delivery is not simply someone doing their job. The positive, personal and humanizing impact of volunteers working with prisoners has been noted in other studies and in Sycamore Tree, participants have noted such small courtesies as ‘these ladies ask about my mum’ and ‘they smile and shake your hand’. The approach is intended to be non-judgemental: tutors and facilitators intentionally avoid obtaining risk profiles and offending histories of participants. Instead the participants are invited, initially in their workbooks but then also in discussions in their small groups, to talk about themselves and the impact of their offending, encouraging them to develop a personal narrative. Participants note the apparent lack of an agenda, explicit or implicit. The importance of
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significant key relationships in probation work is well established: a similar approach is adopted by the tutor and small group facilitators, creating supportive encouraging relationships between participants and the team whose approach is based in an ‘ethic of care’ which, as Elliott has recognised, is essential if the learning environment is to be ‘experienced as a safe and empathetic place . . . itself a necessary pre-requisite for the development of those values’. 

Volunteer facilitators exhibit the characteristics recognised as important by McNeill and Farrell:

Some human concern for [offenders] as struggling fellow citizens seems likely to be a necessity if we are to engage with people in the process of change. If we don’t show people virtue and phronesis (prudence) in the ways that we treat people (especially when they offend us), we are unlikely to convince them of the beauty of society and to draw them towards good citizenship of the good society.

Just like any other course?

Participant feedback suggests that the straightforward approach frees them from worrying about desirable responses, giving ‘time to develop your thoughts’ without worrying because there was ‘not so much psycho-analysing’ or even tricks to elicit unguarded responses (‘Tell us about a crime you haven’t committed’ has been cited as an example of that approach). Sycamore Tree delivers an opportunity to explore personal issues in a setting that encourages openness and honesty. One said the approach which requires participants to explore their lives and their crimes was much more challenging than considering the hypothetical situations typical of some other courses. Another described it as ‘more real — it puts the stamp on it — on all I have done’ and recognised that the proactive approach meant it wasn’t about ‘just ticking boxes’.

 Victim involvement

Offenders do not share their stories or explanations of their offending with the victim but do listen to the victim who shares, often with great emotion, the challenging events and impact of a crime on their lives. Frequently the immediate response is one of sympathy and apology but it may also include elements of ‘confession’ as some offenders chose to say a little about their own offending. It is in the follow up that an empathetic reaction and response develops. As personal work supporting the session, offenders are asked to write up the experience, to reflect on how the victim has been affected, to examine the wider impact and to explore how they feel. In subsequent sessions they are invited to translate that experience and to think about what their own victims or their own family might wish to

13. Ibid.
say or to ask them if they were given the opportunity in a similar way.

Sycamore Tree is not unique in working with unrelated victims and offenders. Feedback and research suggests that even though the victim has no connection, and that there is no homogeneity in the selection of participants on the course by reference to crime type, Sycamore Tree is still successful in raising victim concern and victim empathy in offenders, which can be a key factor in increasing motivation to change.\textsuperscript{15, 16, 17}

Victim preparation is key and tutors are trained to work with victims of crime to ensure they are prepared and supported through the experience. Some victims of crime choose to volunteer more than once as the experience gives them a voice. Many say they are encouraged to see the positive responses in offenders that listening to their story has brought about. One said: ‘It was overwhelming that so many cared about what happened to me and that it had such a strong impact on them — enough to give them a thought to change. It helped me realise that not every person is bad and that there is hope for everyone.’\textsuperscript{18}

**Taking Responsibility**

Offender responsibility and making amends is a core value in restorative justice. Sycamore Tree encourages offenders to explore taking responsibility both for their offending and the impact of their crimes but also for their lives going forward. The course explores excuses, challenging techniques of neutralization\textsuperscript{19} and recasting these as matters offenders need to recognise and take responsibility for. This process of reviewing personal offender narratives is intended to develop a practical approach to working out how to take steps forward but also to initiate ideas of developing a new non-offending identity.\textsuperscript{20}

Participants are encouraged to tell their stories but to adopt new ‘prison-free’ ordinary language; to think how others would want to hear their explanations of what happened and why, and their intentions for the future. The involvement of outsiders in the weekly input of the volunteer team transforms the environment and reduces the ‘carceral tightness’. At the start of the course it is made clear that there are no ‘right answers’ and that the certificate awarded on completion of the course is not dependent on a response in the final session but on active participation throughout.

In the final session, the victim of crime returns and in front of invited guests representing ‘the community’, participants are offered the opportunity to make a personal response through a ‘symbolic act of restitution’. The idea of the obligation on offenders to ‘make amends’ being quite separate from the concept of punishment through serving time gives rise to interesting debate. For some it can involve something practical; others relate their personal stories and the impact the course has had on them in encouraging a new understanding. That may include expressions of responsibility, commitment to change or a new understanding or motivation acquired on the course. The presence of visitors representing the community in session six can be seen as an opportunity for public approval of the rehabilitation of the offenders; the tension before and the relief after, and often the tears shed and emotion shared, are palpable. It offers an opportunity for offenders to feel they can ‘earn redemption’,\textsuperscript{22} an especially powerful concept to those on long sentences. In some prisons family members attend the final sessions, which can be the catalyst for the powerful reconciliation of broken relationships, in some cases after many years.
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18. Response from a victim of crime to the author after returning to visit session 6.


The final session and its form of public ceremony is a unique outcome of Sycamore Tree that may speak of both Braithwaite’s ideas of re-integrative shaming and McNeill’s ideas of a public reparation forming part of an offender’s moral and social rehabilitation.

Those who choose to respond in session six, who make amends in a symbolic way marking an intention to change, report an increase in self esteem and a sense that they have drawn a line under their offending past.

**This is the best thing I ever did in prison**

The seemingly mutual exclusivity of prison and restorative justice is overcome in Sycamore Tree by the unique atmosphere created by the team who deliver the course. Participants recognise something different in the volunteers and the course offers a culture change from life on the wings. This is key for restorative practices to be effective, and it counters concerns about punitive values and the risk of restorative practices being co-opted by the prison regime.

Sycamore Tree introduces restorative concepts and principles in an effective way to groups of offenders, providing the opportunity of a transformative experience to many for whom a restorative conference is not possible. It delivers a powerful positive emotional experience. Recent work by Meredith Rossner has unpacked the micro-dynamics of restorative conferencing and she argues that the combination of ritual outcomes of solidarity, reintegration and emotional energy (effervescence) can be used to predict the prevalence and frequency of reoffending. Sycamore Tree produces powerful connections with victims and volunteers; session three where the offenders meet a victim of crime and session six, where they explain their offending behaviour and offer reactions to the course, each create an intense emotional experience which therefore has the potential to impact on propensity to reoffend in a similar way to a restorative justice conference.

**But does it work?**

Anecdotal evidence abounds. Research evidence to satisfy the rigours of the ‘what works’ evidential requirements of NOMS is still awaited with the first randomised controlled trial to be conducted in prisons for 30 years being conducted under Professor Larry Sherman at the Institute of Criminology at Cambridge University. This will examine whether participation in Sycamore Tree has an impact on reducing reoffending. In the meantime, reliance is placed on a large cohort study using Crime Pics II pre- and post-course published by Sheffield Hallam University in two phases which shows a statistically significant change in attitudes to victims and an awareness of own needs which may be taken as proxy indicators of a reduced likelihood of reoffending.

The history of Sycamore Tree predates any practical steps to deliver direct restorative justice in England and Wales and, importantly, it continues to offer a way of broadening the scope and availability of restorative justice in prisons, reaching a far wider audience and allowing a much greater participation in restorative justice practices than direct restorative justice ever will. Direct restorative justice may represent a holy grail for some, but in the meantime and for the vast majority who will not be able to go on to meet their victims in a conference, Sycamore Tree offers a unique opportunity to explore the impact of crime and how to take meaningful responsibility in a course that most report to be both challenging and encouraging and which motivates offenders to start to build a new, non-offending identity.
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Until recently, the major focus for adult restorative justice practice in New Zealand was in the provision of pre-sentence restorative justice (RJ) conferencing. There was however, an exception. Despite the absence of funding, Prison Fellowship New Zealand (PFNZ), with the initial support of the Department of Corrections, facilitated 65 in-prison conferences between 2003 and 2008. This is the story of that journey; its processes, issues, highlights and challenges.

In taking a retrospective look, it was important to compare the approach taken by PFNZ more than a decade ago, with what is considered ‘best practice’ today. In 2003, there were no existing standards or best practice principles for the implementation of in-prison restorative justice conferences. Even today, the available literature about restorative justice in prisons is limited in scope. In writing this article I was greatly assisted by a recent literature review completed by Thomas Noakes-Duncan, which included a consideration of how best practice applies to restorative justice in a prison environment and the main obstacles to achieving it.³

The Halcyon Days

According to some commentators, non-indigenous restorative justice in New Zealand evolved out of our experience with family group conferences, following the implementation of the Children and Young Persons Act 1993. While they were not designed as a victim-centred process, once participants saw the powerful difference made by the presence of victims, and the way in which the important needs of both victims and offenders were met, the connection with RJ became obvious.⁴

Adult restorative conferences evolved from 1994 as a pre-sentencing initiative in the District Courts and eventually gained Government support for pilot funding in four courts. As a parallel the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet’s Crime Prevention Unit funded about 20 community panel diversion schemes. For the period 1999 through to around 2004, a cooperative relationship developed between the Government officials, the Courts and the voluntary sector. By 2002, the Sentencing Act had enshrined the principles of RJ into legislation — its place in the sentencing process seemed secure. The Act required courts to take RJ outcomes into account in sentencing, while the Victims’ Rights Act 2002 required justice officials to encourage meetings between victims and offenders where appropriate. The Parole Act 2002 had provisions concerning restorative justice, and in 2004, and as the result of a submission by PFNZ to the Law and Order Select Committee, the 2004 Corrections Act included an obligation on the Chief Executive to promote restorative justice principles and processes for offenders and prisoners. The collective impact of these four pieces of legislation could potentially have impacted on penal policy in New Zealand. But there were other forces in play.

From 1990, sentencing law and practice in New Zealand gave greater priority to retributive, incapacitative and deterrent aims and prisons became more punitive, and more security-minded. Between 1998 and 2008, prisoner numbers climbed from 4,500 to 7,700 — a 71 per cent increase. By 2008, those convicted of aggravated murder had a minimum term starting at 17 years in prison up from 10, preventative detention had been applied to a wider group, and offenders sentenced to over two years were serving an average of 72 per cent of their sentence, up from 52 per cent seven years before. The same legislation hailed by restorative justice practitioners as a world first, in that it enshrined within it, the principles and practice of restorative

1. For more information see www.rethinking.org.nz
2. The author was the National Director of Prison Fellowship New Zealand from 2000 to 2008.
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justice, also included a range of measures which extended prisoners sentences and restricted parole.

PFNZ's hopes were raised when in 2004, Section 6 (1) (d) of the new Corrections Act 2004, reflected the government's support for restorative justice, by providing that offenders must, where appropriate and so far as is reasonable and practicable in the circumstances, be provided with access to any process designed to promote restorative justice between offenders and victims. However, in correspondence with the Department of Corrections, about the impact of this legislation on government's future commitment to restorative justice, PFNZ received the following response:

The Ministry's view of the legislation is that the provisions do not impose obligations on justice sector agencies to facilitate, arrange, hold, or resource restorative justice processes. The reason for this view is that the necessary arrangements (that allow restorative justice processes to be considered appropriate, reasonable and practical), including accreditation of providers and funding, are not in place.

Despite the enlightened legislation, the expansion of restorative justice slowed from 2003, and continued to do so. That trend supported David Garland's view that in the culture of control, RJ is allowed to operate on the margins of criminal justice offsetting the central tendencies without changing the overall balance of the system.

If RJ is 'marginalised' within the criminal justice system, it would seem that in-prison restorative justice teeters on the very edge. As Noakes-Duncan observes:

It is not accidental that the primary sites of restorative justice engagements are in diversionary or pre-sentence settings rather than in post-sentence or correctional settings.

As Russ Immarigeon, one of the early pioneers, writes, 'Incarceration is the institutional manifestation of the punitive impulse that restorative justice is designed and intended to challenge'.

In-prison RJ conferencing was able to sustain itself for six years, and did so largely incognito, unfunded, under cover, and 'hard to reach'. It was a 'ground up' initiative, and as Guidoni notes, 'These projects are almost always limited in time, often marginal to prison administration, are the result of local initiatives and not supported by national policies'. That it did so is the story of one woman's persistence and courage.

One Woman's Vision

She was addicted to heroin for 12 years, and she had 138 convictions including drug dealing, armed robbery, and fraud.

She was addicted to heroin for 12 years, and she had 138 convictions including drug dealing, armed robbery, and fraud. Jackie's life changed when she returned to New Zealand in 1994. She received stolen furniture, only to realize that she knew the victim, a hotel owner who had been very good to her. Overcome with remorse, Jackie went to the publican, asked for his forgiveness, and offered to get his property back. She then began a personal journey of forgiveness, redemption and reconciliation. It led to her involvement in the restorative justice movement first as a facilitator for the Hawkes Bay Restorative Justice Network and from 2003, as the Manager, Restorative Justice Services for Prison Fellowship. Over the next six years, Jackie worked with those offenders and victims who expressed a desire to meet and engage in a process

5. Correspondence from Department of Corrections, 20 September 2005
which in some cases, led to expressions of forgiveness and reconciliation.

Jackie recognised at the outset that she needed to get the support of prison staff for the process to succeed. With the support of a sympathetic Unit Manager at Hawkes Bay Prison, she began to visit the prison and shared her story with both prisoners and staff. Prisoners were quick to seize on the opportunity to take up the offer of a restorative conference, and as the idea gained acceptance, she was invited to the weekly Unit Managers meetings, and meetings of the Unit PCO’s (Principal Corrections Officers).

While Prison officers and management became supportive, it became clear that it would be important to limit the role and participation of prison staff, for two reasons. First, staff would be more supportive of RJ meetings, if it didn’t require a significant investment in time and energy; both of which were often in short supply. Secondly, prison staff were accustomed to working within a custodial paradigm, in which decisions were usually based on security ratings and risk assessment, rather than on a person’s suitability to take part in a restorative justice conference. A local protocol was developed which confirmed the role of the Department of Corrections as an ‘enabler’ with the initial request being referred through the Programmes Manager to the relevant Unit Manager, and copied to the Prison Chaplain and Social Worker (a position which no longer exists). The Unit Manager had the opportunity to comment on safety and security issues, but the assessment as to suitability of the prisoner to participate in a restorative justice conference, was the primary responsibility of the RJ facilitator, who carried out a pre-conference interview for that purpose.

The process worked well within the prison, due primarily to regular discussion and communication between prison programme staff and the RJ facilitator. Separate pre-conference interviews with both the prisoner and the victim were facilitated by the RJ Coordinator, with the first meeting usually occurring with the person requesting the intervention. As the relationship between the prison and the RJ provider strengthened, they developed a common understanding about how restorative justice would work within the prison environment.

In 2004 the Ministry of Justice produced its first set of Principles for Best Practise of Restorative Justice.10 While there was no mention of in-prison conferencing in the 1st edition of the Ministry’s standards, that position was later corrected in the 2011 revision, which acknowledged that seven years after the Corrections Act included a reference to restorative justice, there were still no processes or policies in place:

The Principles focus on the use of restorative justice processes pre-sentence, and do not apply to the use of these processes after sentencing. However, the Principles are likely to be broadly applicable to the use of restorative justice processes at any point in the criminal justice process, as well as in other sectors.17

Jackie recognised at the outset that she needed to get the support of prison staff for the process to succeed.

RJ Projects and supporters
Jackie’s appointment as the Restorative Justice Manager for Prison Fellowship, was not primarily for the purpose of facilitating in-prison RJ Conferences. In 1998, Prison Fellowship introduced the Sycamore Tree programme, which would today be described as an RJ victim awareness and empathy programme. Evaluations of the Sycamore Tree programme, attest to its effectiveness in both furthering the healing of victims, and motivating attitudinal change in prisoners, with significant increases in prisoner empathy towards victims in comparison to the general prison population.12 As the demand for the Sycamore Tree programme grew, so did the demand for personal victim-offender reconciliation. About one third of prisoners completing the Sycamore Tree programme requested PFNZ to initiate a personal meeting with their victims, so as to make amends.

The other major source of referral was the faith based unit (FBU) at Rimutaka Prison. Established in July 2003 as a partnership between the Department of Corrections and PFNZ, the unit’s principles and values were firmly aligned to those of restorative practice. This more integrated approach attempted to foster restorative relationships in the pursuit of a more harmonious environment. In his recent literature review, Noakes-Duncan comments:

“This transformative approach to prison relationships operates at many different levels: through the use of focus units within a prison; the training of prisoners as peacemakers within the prison community; equipping correctional staff with conflict resolution skills; and using restorative mechanisms in disciplinary and grievance processes.”

The other source of support was the New Zealand Parole Board, and particularly the Chairperson, Judge David Carruthers, (now Judge Sir David Carruthers). In its interface with offenders and their victims, it was ideally placed to identify when a victim or offender were receptive to, and would benefit from a restorative justice conference.

PFNZ initially planned to promote RJ Conferencing in prisons nationwide. It became clear early in the process, that it would be unwise to do, in the absence of stable funding. It responded to requests as far as resources would enable, and before long was facilitating conferences at a growing number of prisons. However, in September 2005, the Department of Corrections issued an instruction to regional prisons not to develop local protocols with restorative justice service providers, ‘until the national policy was clearer’.

In September 2005, the Department of Corrections, advised that the Ministry of Justice was working on a large project, to investigate how restorative justice fits into the criminal justice system, and the future of in-prison restorative justice would be subsumed within that project, with funding being available in the latter part of 2007. PFNZ decided to ‘hang in there’ but limit its delivery to existing networks.

The level of service fluctuation was unsatisfactory, but unavoidable.

Initial funding for both the Sycamore Tree programme and RJ Conferences in prisons came from philanthropic sources, but with an underlying expectation that funding would cease once government funding became available in 2007. When that didn’t happen, some of the philanthropic trusts withdrew support. PFNZ didn’t facilitate any Conferences in 2007, but found the resources to facilitate 14 conferences in 2008, and a further 20 in 2009. The level of service fluctuation was unsatisfactory, but unavoidable.

Training, Best Practice Standards and Accreditation

Commitment to high professional standards and training led in 2005, to Jackie Katounas and Kim Workman being awarded the Prison Fellowship International Kamil Shehade International Prize for Restorative Justice. By 2006, and in the absence of any official guidelines, PFNZ published its own standards and guidelines, which it fed into the departmental process.

Seeking official training accreditation became the next stumbling block, as the Ministry of Justice would only train and accredit facilitators who were members of organisations they funded. For that reason, PFNZ facilitators could not be officially accredited and without official sanction, were unlikely to receive funding when it became available. At the time, Jackie Katounas was a part of the panel to develop the accreditation process, and a member of the Hawkes Bay Restorative Justice Board, and mentored facilitators trained by the Ministry. In 2010, the Ministry of Justice issued new contracts, which stipulated that facilitators and board members with criminal convictions could not be involved. She had no option but to resign from the Board, and withdraw from the accreditation process

Practical issues

It was clear from the outset that the facilitation of restorative justice conferences involving prisoners was a far different business than pre-sentence facilitation. The prison cases were at the serious end of the offending spectrum, and often involved offenders with

17. Correspondence from Kirsty Ruddleston, Department of Corrections, 20 September 2005.
complex personal issues, and who came from highly dysfunctional backgrounds. Effective facilitation required someone who had well developed insight into offending behaviour, and the social skills and maturity to deal with difficult and complex situations. PFNZ set caveats in place, to deal with offenders and victims who were psychologically unstable, or had a history of sexual offending. Sex offenders were not considered unless they had first undergone the Department of Corrections Sex Offender’s Treatment Programme. Where there were concerns about the mental state of an offender, or other issues, PFNZ took advice from prison staff and Psychological Services. PFNZ found that experienced RJ facilitators would often avoid facilitating in-prison conferences, and often asked Jackie Katounas to conduct them on their organisation’s behalf. Her personal prison experience in that situation, changed her criminal history from being a liability to an asset.

Criminological research generally supports the engagement of transformed offenders in the rehabilitative process, and most of the contracted service providers to government have staff who have committed criminal offences, some of whom have spent time in prison. It was therefore difficult to understand why, given the abundance of former offenders involved in service delivery and rehabilitation, that the provision of restorative justice should be singled out for attention. Workman, in his 2008 address to the Restorative Justice Aotearoa Conference had this to say:

Restorative Justice does not exist in a pure state — it does not have that sort of pedigree. Restorative Justice is a mongrel — it was conceived not in the ivory towers of the state, but in the dusty streets of despair and guilt. It will sleep with anyone that wants it. Some of our most effective practitioners come from those same dusty streets — those whom Henri Nouwen called ‘wounded healers’.¹⁸ Their strength of character and commitment has been forged in the crucible of criminality, addiction or mental illness. Stringent conditions which require practitioners to withstand a criminal history check, deny the origins of restorative justice and its practice in the community.

Māori Responsiveness to Restorative Justice Conferencing

PFNZ did not keep a record of the ethnicity of prisoners seeking a restorative justice process, but it estimated that about 80 per cent of those seeking restorative justice conferences were Māori. Given that 54 per cent of prisoners are Māori; these numbers indicate a higher level of interest in, and comfort with, restorative justice as a process to restoring relationships and balance within the whānau (extended family) and community. The relationship between restorative justice and Māori processes of conflict resolution are explored elsewhere; but the evidence suggests that those connections are extremely strong.¹⁹,²⁰ The other significant difference was the preparedness of Māori offenders and victims to involve whānau members in the restorative justice process. Again, it was seen as an opportunity to restore right relationships across the community, rather than as an individual process of redemption and potential forgiveness.

Doing the Business — Some Case Studies

At the completion of each RJ Conference, PFNZ completed a report, copies of which were sent to the Department of Corrections. A selection of these case studies provides a useful insight into the motivation of those who sought RJ Conferences, and the quality of outcome for those taking part. In all cases, names of participants have been changed.

Anton Darcy, 18 March 2004

Anton aged, 18 years, received a life sentence in 1977 for the murder of Jack Brown during an armed robbery. Jack’s sister, Faye Furlong, asked to meet with Anton ‘face to face’, and on meeting, talked about the
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impact the murder had on her family, challenged him to change, and make something worthwhile of his future. He agreed to do so, and they discussed the education programme he was undertaking. It was agreed that she would be kept updated on his progress prior to release.

This is a common scenario, with the victim wanting to get more information about the offender’s motives, and to describe the suffering that the offender’s actions had caused to the victim’s family. The victim also wanted assurance that the offender’s punishment was not in vain, and that he would make something of his life in the future.

Ian Morgan: 13th July 2005

Ian Morgan was serving a seven year term of imprisonment for his part in an aggravated robbery along with three co-offenders. Ian had completed a Sycamore Tree programme, and requested to meet with the victim. He wanted to explain what was going on in his life, before he committed the offence, and personally apologise. The victim shared about a staff member who was present during the robbery and had to undergo counselling, and had time off work as a consequence. Ian Morgan offered an apology for the harm that had resulted from his offending, and offered to meet the staff member and do likewise.

Many prisoners express remorse about their behaviour, and seek an opportunity to articulate that to their victim. They do not have any expectations beyond that, and in this case, the victim accepted the apology, enabling both of them to move on.

Rana Parata: 7th June 2005

This referral was lodged by a Prison Principal Corrections Officer (PCO) to consider Rana Parata for a restorative justice meeting with his two victims, his ex-wife Margy Tihai, and Anthony Waitoa. Rana Parata and Margy Tihai have eight children together and Mr Waitoa is currently the partner of Ms Tihai. Rana Parata was charged with causing grievous bodily harm to both victims. Rana had recently appeared before the Parole Board where he learned a letter had been sent by the victims saying that both parties wished to support Rana Parata being released back into the community. The restorative justice facilitator felt that to proceed with this referral would be beneficial for all involved; particularly as Rana would continue to have contact with both the victims once he was released from prison. Both victims agreed to participate in a restorative justice meeting to restore the broken relationship for the sake of the children. Rana commenced by saying that he was very sorry for what he’d done, and Mr Waitoa responded by saying that he accepted the apology and also wanted to apologise for his role in the event. He went on to say that he tried very hard to take care of Ms Tihai and the children. Ms Tihai asked her son Thomas if he would speak. Thomas said he was there to support both his mother and father that he and his brothers and sisters are proud that Rana had now learnt to read and write while in prison.

Boi Pirikahu, a Māori service provider, spoke of his involvement with Rana and Rana’s efforts to control his anger. A prison officer spoke of her involvement with Rana, and the progress he had made while in prison. She felt honoured to be invited to participate in this meeting. Discussion focused on the issues around the children particularly the two older ones who have been affected by their father being in prison and how they have taken out their frustrations on Margy and Anthony. The conference moved on to discuss how this situation could be restored now that everyone had reached a place of unity, and a plan agreed to for future engagement.

This meeting was triggered by a PCO, as the result of a Parole Board hearing. It is an excellent example of the importance of restorative justice meetings in preparation for prisoner reintegration. As confirmed by Noakes-Duncan:

Restorative justice has been shown to be valuable in developing links between prisons and the outside community in ways that support successful reintegration. The restorative process provides a format for prisoners to take responsibility for their actions, recognize the harm they have caused and make amends to the communities they have wronged. The process also helps victims, families and communities communicate their needs and expectations to the prisoner. Studies have shown that restorative justice processes help communities become more
aware of their responsibilities in the reintegration of released offenders.\textsuperscript{21}

PFNZ recognised the potential of restorative justice in relation to prisoner reintegration in the early stages of its work. Its 2006 ‘Target Communities’ programme reflects that thinking, and in 2011, Workman presented a paper to the Restorative Justice Aotearoa Conference, progressing those ideas further.\textsuperscript{22}

\textbf{Robert Summers: 14th February 2005}

In August 2003 a referral was lodged by a Community Probation officer, Veronica Lake, to consider Robert Summers for a RJ meeting with his victim. The Parole Board had requested Robert attend a treatment programme before release and had endorsed the possibility of a restorative process with his victim. The victim Agnes Dupree had agreed to participate in an RJ meeting. Robert was concerned that Agnes would live in fear of him, once released. Agnes was pleased for this opportunity to meet with him and had been anxious at the prospect of him being released. Robert affirmed that he had no interest in going back to his past behaviours. He said he was prepared not to go back to that community if it was something that she wanted. Agnes said she was OK with the situation and now felt safe. She did not consider that a formal agreement was necessary.

There are times when the primary outcome of an RJ Conference is to provide assurance to the victim, that he or she will be safe upon the prisoner’s release. The successful meeting also provided added assurance to the Parole Board.

\textbf{Robert Walker 12th June 2006}

Robert Walker was sentenced to four years four months imprisonment as a result of discharging a firearm into the home of police officer Peter Cunningham. A restorative justice referral was received from a PFNZ field worker. Robert was going to be released back into the community and wanted an opportunity to apologise and put things right with Mr Cunningham. Constable Peter Cunningham agreed to attend the conference. Robert said that this offence had nothing to do with Peter or his family, but that he had put a shot through the Constable’s window to warn him away — in hindsight it was the stupidest thing he had ever done. He acknowledged the hurt that had resulted from his behaviour and again apologised to Peter. Peter said it had impacted on his family and in particular his eldest daughter who had received counselling as a result. He explained that she had wanted to be there, but he felt it better if she didn’t.

Constable Cunningham said he didn’t hold any grudges towards Robert, but that once Peter returned, he needed to keep a low profile. He offered to help Robert find work. Discussion then took place around what strategies and structures would be in place upon Robert’s release. The PFNZ field worker spoke and described the support Robert would be offered, to help him reintegrate safely back into the community. As a result of the meeting a formal agreement was considered unnecessary. However, it was agreed that Robert would write a letter of apology to Peter’s daughter, through the RJ facilitator.

RJ Conferences of this kind can play a major role, not only in the safe reintegration of offenders back into small communities, but in reducing the likelihood of future offending.

\textbf{Key Issues and Challenges}

There were issues that arose repeatedly over the six year period; and at times the prison’s security focus and strong commitment to risk avoidance meant that clashes were inevitable. Boyes-Wilson refers to this as a ‘creative tension that opens space for the transformation of those institutions.’\textsuperscript{23} This creative tension requires a degree of adaptability by both restorative justice providers and the Correctional system, as both search out the best ways to achieve the goals of restorative justice.


Experienced RJ Facilitators are able to assess the suitability of prisoners and victims following one-to-one interviews, to participate in a restorative justice conference. Unfortunately, prison staff without a clear understanding of RJ principles and values, tended to assess suitability on the basis of other criteria, such as security classification or risk assessment. As a result, some prison managers excluded some prisoners on the grounds that they didn’t ‘deserve’ to take part in an RJ Conference, or on the grounds of earlier incidents, without realising that in many cases prisoners carried a heavy load of guilt and remorse, and that RJ Conferences often resulted in behaviour improvement.

In other cases, they considered prisoners to be ‘high risk’, and insisted that a prison officer accompany the prisoner at the conference. This was unacceptable to PFNZ as there is a need to protect and respect the confidentiality of the process to the greatest extent possible. Considering that prisoners live in such close quarters, information sharing about inmates can lead to undesirable outcomes. This matter was settled when the General Manager of Public Prisons determined that if prisoners were considered to be too serious a safety risk to attend on their own, they should not take part at all. On the other hand, prisoners often asked that supportive prison staff be present at the conference.

The offender-focus of prisons means that the needs of victims are often not prioritised — or for that matter, assessed. Prison staff, however, see their role as contributing to the reduction of re-offending, and do not factor into that, measures which meet the needs of victims. There were occasions when staff had to be reminded that the Victim’s Rights Act 2002 required that victims be treated with dignity and respect. Some prison staff attempted to exclude victims with criminal convictions from taking part in a RJ Conference. In 2009, the then Victim Support CEO, Tony Paine, reminded us who the victims were;

> It is very easy to talk about victims and offenders as if they were two quite separate groups (both demographically and morally). Of course the world is not that black and white. A recent survey tells us that 50 per cent of all victimizations are experienced by only 6 per cent of New Zealanders and that the social and demographic indicators that identify those who are most likely to be victimized are identical to the markers for those likely to be offenders.26

The harsh reality is that those 50 per cent of victims come from marginalised communities, and are very likely to have criminal convictions. To exclude them from restorative justice processes on the basis of a criminal history counters the underlying values and principles of restorative justice.

**Restorative Justice is a Process not a Programme**

Prison Staff are well practised in the contracting of services, and the formulation of contracts within a tight set of criteria. Service providers are usually required to target a specific location, type of prison unit or offender. The programme criteria spells out at what point of a prisoner’s sentence they are eligible for the service, and what criteria have to be satisfied. Restorative Justice does not work like that. First, it is a process, not a programme. There is no ‘right-time’ to hold a conference, other than that all who take part are willing participants. There is no evidence to show whether RJ conferences are of greater benefit at the beginning or end of a sentence. What we do know is that prisoners often carry a burden of guilt and shame associated with their offending. There is often a positive change in attitude and demeanour following a RJ conference, and that prisoners who resisted taking part in rehabilitative programmes before an RJ Conference, demonstrated a willingness to change their lives after the experience. As Noakes-Duncan comments:

> Dhami et al. point to how restorative engagements can humanize the prison culture such that prisoners make more of the opportunities they have for personal transformation. Restorative justice also leads to a less adversarial prison environment, improving the often-tenuous relationship between prison staff and prisoners. One study

shows that prison staff experience reduced work-related stress after restorative justice had been introduced.28

Promoting the Benefits of In-Prison Restorative Justice

It is unlikely that targeting a prison, or type of prison unit in isolation will generate interest and willingness to participate in RJ, unless there is considerable investment with prison staff beforehand. Our experience is that those people who participate in RJ Conferences are the best salespeople. They talk about the experience to other prisoners, many of whom will then request a conference. Prison staff who see transformational change in prisoners afterwards, are often effective ambassadors, as are victims who relate the positive impact of the experience to others. Around 90 per cent of all victims who take part, say they would recommend the experience to another victim. RJ Conferencing in prisons should be regarded as an organic process, with the role of prison staff being that of ‘enablers’, able to respond to the needs and requests of prisoners, victims and prison and professional staff.

In PFNZ’s view, the key to the success of in-prison restorative justice derives from developing a culture of mutual respect between prison staff and restorative justice facilitators and service providers. That relationship recognises and affirms the expertise of RJ providers, and trusts it to make sound choices about who should participate in the process. In turn, RJ providers must be careful to consult with prison and professional staff, to consider additional information about a prisoner, especially in terms of psychological and behavioural factors. In that way, it can be a learning experience for all involved in the process.

The Demise of RJ Conferencing and the Sycamore Tree Programme

In 2009, PFNZ delivered 40 Sycamore Tree programmes nationally, and facilitated 20 RJ conferences. The Department of Corrections continued to fund Sycamore Tree at the same level as in 2006; amounting to $60,00029 a year. RJ conferences were still not funded. Both services were adjudged by participants, to be highly effective. The two processes were fast becoming an integral part of the prison system. In April 2010, the Department of Corrections made a decision to discontinue with both. There is no evidence of anything that prompted this decision, in terms of performance, other than these two initiatives no longer fitting the department’s purpose.

A Glimmer of Hope

There is a current upsurge of interest in, and commitment to, restorative justice within the New Zealand criminal justice system. The Government agreed to fund an additional 2,400 restorative justice conferences — totalling 3,600 in 2014/15 — following the Government’s $4.4 million investment in adult pre-sentence restorative justice as part of Budget 2013, based on local evidence that restorative justice can result in a reduction in the reoffending rate of up to 20 per cent, compared to those who don’t participate.30 A 2014 amendment to the Sentencing Act now requires the Court to adjourn all proceedings to enable inquiries to be made as to whether a restorative justice process might be appropriate in the circumstances of the case. Government agencies have co-funded, with charitable trusts, the establishment of the Diana Unwin Chair in Restorative Justice at the Victoria University of Wellington, which is currently filled by Professor Chris Marshall.

It is now time to bring in-prison RJ conferencing, back from the outer islands of oblivion, to a place where it can join with its family members, as New Zealand explores further, the place of restorative justice in education, in policing, in community development, and offender reintegration.

29. The pound currently trades at about $2 NZ.
Applying restorative principles to practice within prisons can create a culture in which people understand how their behaviour affects everyone in the prison community, and where mutual respect ensures that people can live free of violence and fear.²

Introduction

Most segregated prisoners spend too many hours idle in their cells. Some are segregated for far too long, especially when there is a lack of attention to resolving the original reasons for segregation. And, for many, reintegration to normal location is hastily planned and applied without the required support. This article advocates a very different sense of the core function of segregation units, which is to:

☐ Facilitate short periods of separation from the main population
☐ Build up a detailed understanding of the problems which resulted in segregation
☐ Work together to find solutions
☐ Provide activities through which the segregated person helps to resolve the problems and
☐ Promote a sense of personal responsibility in the person who was segregated.

Restorative justice (RJ) principles and practices provide essential tools to enable segregation units to operate in this way and achieve better outcomes for social order.

Segregation practice

Deep Custody, a report published by the Prison Reform Trust, describes segregation units and close supervision centres in England and Wales.³ Segregation units perform complex tasks. Segregation can be used for people, who have harmed the prison community, but for others, it is for their own protection, or they have been harmed and are at risk of future harm. Other reasons for segregation might not involve any obvious harm, including people who engineer a move to segregation.

All too often ‘activities’ in segregation units comprise eating, a bit of exercise, a shower, and perhaps a phone call — all the rest of the person’s time is spent in their cell. Time spent idle does nothing to provide an incentive to think about the behaviour that harmed the prison community; nor does it give an opportunity for the person to do anything to resolve the problems or harm caused. As one prison governor said:

I have never understood the empty regime in segregation. It is not a ‘regime’: you’re providing the bare entitlements and that’s it. Why not get them to engage? . . . They should have to come out, engage with officers, and earn rewards by engaging. Everyone should have a care plan with short-term targets that challenge their behaviour.⁴

Gerry Johnstone (author of the second article in this edition) is a Professor of Law at the University of Hull, where his work focuses on the principles and practice of RJ. He observed that punishment typically means a passive role for prisoners: serving time involves no effort on their part to resolve the problems caused by their behaviour.⁵ There is a parallel to the way many prisoners spend their time in segregation units: they passively endure hours of confinement; they are buffered from the effects of their behaviour on other prisoners; and many see time segregated as an occupational hazard. Virtually all prisoners who serve time in segregation return to normal location, but for some, reintegration is difficult. Deep Custody describes how managers, staff and prisoners engaged in negotiations over segregation. The prisoner might begin by making promises of improved behaviour, but then cooperation ends. When their needs are frustrated, they might submit complaints, refuse orders, and eventually rebel by dirty protests, cell damage, or
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assaults. A manager could respond to someone who wants to remain segregated first by offering alternatives, then by issuing a direct order, then by imposing deterrents such as fewer showers per week, and then resorting to force to move the prisoner. When these sequences arise, they suggest that segregation is not working. Too often, these negotiations reflect each side trying to force the other into concessions. Coercive stand-offs reveal the need for a different style of management, characterised by conflict resolution, problem-solving, and shared decision-making.

Restorative justice, punishment, and responsibility

Restorative Justice works to resolve conflict and repair harm. It encourages those who have caused harm to acknowledge the impact of what they have done and gives them an opportunity to make reparation. It offers those who have suffered harm the opportunity to have their harm or loss acknowledged and amends made.6

RJ is being used in a variety of institutions and settings to resolve conflicts and repair relationships. The basis of RJ is a simple moral principle: harming someone creates a personal obligation to make amends. Focussing on the role of offenders, RJ processes aim to effect three changes:

1. Increase awareness of the harm done;
2. Engage offenders as agents in repairing that harm; and,
3. Promote acceptance of offenders back into their community.

Awareness, agency, and acceptance are three attributes which indicate a particular role for restorative justice processes in a prison’s core functions. By promoting awareness, agency and acceptance, restorative practice could play a part in the reintegretion of prisoners from segregation units.

In contrast to the passive role that punishment assigns to the offender, RJ builds on the person’s capacity to take responsibility. Stephen Pryor, a former prison governor, pioneered the idea of the responsible prisoner. He said that ‘The single most important change of culture is the notion that prisoners should be required to maintain and develop responsibility while under sentence in order to continue as citizens, albeit citizens with reduced rights.’7

Given that time in segregation can be used to develop a sense of responsibility, it is useful to describe the concept of responsibility in some detail. Personal responsibility is the basis of agency. It shows itself in how we relate to others, in taking initiative, and being accountable for tasks. It requires autonomy to make decisions, and opportunities to work with others as members of teams. Responsibility starts with informed decision-making — prisoners are better able to make important decisions about their lives when they have all the information they need to make informed choices. Responsibility thrives when the person has self-confidence. Desistance is more likely to occur when the person feels capable of adopting new and more positive roles. In prison, this can be promoted by extending trust, providing opportunities to be productive and which have a positive influence, and recognising achievement. With information and confidence comes the third principle: responsible people recognise that they have options. Someone who feels that life just happens to them is not in a position to exercise responsibility. Taking responsibility applies a future oriented, problem-solving response to problems. A fourth principle is shared responsibility: prison managers and staff consistently discussing with prisoners any decision that has an impact on them and their family. For example, this means that transparent dialogues about risk are the norm.

Responsibility means that decisions and actions are always reciprocal: my decisions affect you and your decisions affect me. Encouraging responsibility requires the managers and staff to see the person within their wider personal web of relationships. A sense of belonging and acceptance encourages responsibility and provides the person with support and motivation when problems arise. A further dimension to responsibility, one which no one achieves all the time, is global responsibility. Perhaps climate change has raised awareness of the ways each individual is responsible to everyone else, to the whole planet and to future generations. Global responsibility shows that the decisions we make have effects far wider than we can

appreciate. It also demonstrates that every single person matters. This global awareness, this connection between everyday choices and the world we will leave behind, reflects an altruistic thought pattern which is central to desistance theory (where it is termed ‘generativity’).

Processes which promote an offender’s sense of responsibility will:
- Share decision-making;
- Provide a range of options;
- Ensure the person is fully informed of policies and practical options;
- Build up the person’s self-confidence and open paths to more constructive roles; and,
- See the person in their wider web of relationships.

Furthermore, Gerry Johnstone describes the power of restorative justice to build a genuine sense of responsibility:

A restorative process . . . encourages and empowers perpetrators of harm and conflict to take meaningful responsibility for their actions. . . . They begin to see compliance — and the social order in prisons — as something in which they have a stake. The social order is not just something imposed by the authorities upon them, purely for the benefit of the authorities. Rather, it exists for the benefit of each member of the prison community.8

Prison discipline and conflict

RJ can be applied at different stages of the disciplinary process. Behaviour warnings can initiate an open process of mediation and direct communication to establish what happened, who was affected, in what way, and what should be done to put things right. Trained peer mediators can persuade offenders that their behaviour has a negative impact on other prisoners. Adjudications can be adjourned to facilitate an RJ process to suggest how the prisoner can make amends to the whole prison community. In these ways, RJ supports good order by attending to conflicts and resolving them, exploring the harm done and finding remedies. The new United Nations Nelson Mandela Rules (Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners) recognise the importance of conflict resolution in prison management. Rule 38 (1) states: ‘Prison administrations are encouraged to use, to the extent possible, conflict prevention, mediation or any other alternative dispute resolution mechanism to prevent disciplinary offences or to resolve conflicts.’9 Engaging offenders in resolving conflicts can make specific contributions to reducing violence. RJ can prevent retaliatory assaults by resolving the disputes that gave rise to violence. Involving prisoner representatives in planning measures to prevent violence will produce policies that are better informed by the lived experience on the wings. Moreover, it promotes the awareness that prisoners also bear some responsibility for maintaining a safe community.

Prison officers often employ conflict resolution or problem-solving skills, as described in Deep Custody.

On morning rounds in one segregation unit, a prisoner on a three-officer unlock requested his afternoon exercise. Later, a different governor re-deployed some of the segregation staff, which meant that no one was available to escort him to the yard. No one informed the prisoner. When the time came, he was dressed in his kit and ready for the yard. An officer told him, through his door, that exercise was cancelled. The prisoner became abusive and threatened to harm anyone who opened his cell. The Use of Force Co-ordinator prepared a team in protective equipment to deliver the evening meal. Before they arrived, an officer who knew the prisoner went to his door. She asked him to calm down and tell her what was wrong. She waited until he settled down. She heard his grievance and agreed that he should have been informed earlier of the cancelled exercise. She explained that he would not resolve the problem by making threats, and asked him to focus on what could be done now. She agreed to ask if his exercise could be extended tomorrow. She also asked him if he would cause trouble if she brought him his meal. Thus, in the space of ten minutes, this segregation officer brought calm to a tense standoff. She de-escalated the conflict by hearing the man’s reasons for being so angry. She encouraged the prisoner to take responsibility for his conduct, getting him to agree that abusive shouting and threats were

counter-productive for him. Her approach shifted the prisoner’s focus from perceived wrongs done to him to future solutions. She also encouraged the prisoner to discuss options in a reasonable and respectful manner. The Use of Force Co-ordinator chose instead to send the team in protective equipment to deliver the meal. But the officer’s handling of the conflict demonstrated genuine de-escalation and the benefits of a problem-solving response.

A balance of confidence and caution

The Restorative Justice Council has published best practice guidance. The research on which it is based showed that restorative processes are ‘overwhelmingly safe and positive experiences for the participants, including for very serious offences.’ Among the key principles are the following:

- The critical importance of restorative practice based on a set of core skills, knowledge and principles, of time for preparation for all participants and of follow-up and feedback after a restorative process has been confirmed and reinforced.
- Participants in restorative processes should themselves make the choice whether or not to participate.
- [Facilitators should . . . ] give participants space and time to discuss what they want to come out of the meeting, and use those discussions to formulate an agreement.

Some caveats are also in order. First, it is vital that restorative processes are delivered by people who have received appropriate training. Attempts to make someone aware of the impact their behaviour has on others can lead to defensiveness, denial and anger. Research demonstrating that RJ is effective consistently emphasises the importance of strictly following this guidance. Second, while the benefits of awareness-raising, agency and acceptance show how RJ can help with reintegration, each of these outcomes requires safeguards that are built into proper RJ processes. For example, one prison referred to procedures delivered by senior officers designed to shame offenders as RJ, distorting the concept to dress up punishment as restorative. If someone is forced to take part, then it’s unlikely to be restorative. Third, restorative justice may be poorly suited to work with prisoners who have serious mental health needs. The Nelson Mandela Rules make clear that prison managers should make every effort to ensure that segregation is not used in these circumstances:


11. Ibid.


Before imposing disciplinary sanctions, prison administrations shall consider whether and how a prisoner’s mental illness or developmental disability may have contributed to his or her conduct and the commission of the offence or act underlying the disciplinary charge. Prison administrations shall not sanction any conduct of a prisoner that is considered to be the direct result of his or her mental illness or intellectual disability.  

There is however emerging evidence that RJ can work with people who have mental health needs, so they should not be excluded. But it does reinforce the importance of highly skilled restorative practitioners. Here again, the Restorative Justice Council can help with guidance.

How restorative processes can improve reintegration

Segregation units can function as a place of temporary separation from the general population, to give the people concerned time to resolve the problems that resulted in segregation. If those are legitimate aims of segregation, then principles of RJ — including awareness, agency, and acceptance — can provide segregation managers and staff with effective tools which contribute to good order. This claim is based on the premise that restorative justice processes are ideally suited to:
Building a sense of responsibility in people who have caused harm;
- Bringing diverse perspectives to light;
- Resolving conflicts;
- Enabling people to make amends for the harm done; and,
- Generating workable solutions to problems linked to the harmful behaviour.

In *Deep Custody*, a prison governor stated:

A lot of seg units are still about containment; consequences for inappropriate behaviour. They haven’t got it — segregation must be about so much more. ... There’s been recognition of the specific skills set for seg staff. You need conflict resolution. You need to be able to help people to recognise how their behaviour has to change. Punishment can be ineffective at changing behaviour. ... The old style seg unit is long gone. But how to run the new one is not yet defined.14

Problem-solving segregation is in line with current policy. The Segregation Prison Service Order specifically identifies reintegration as part of an officers’ role: ‘It is expected that segregation staff focus on helping prisoners manage their behaviour and problems rather than simply on punishment.”15 *Deep Custody* spelled out wider aspects of segregation practice that contribute to reintegration: ‘Reintegration good practice and principles included: multi-disciplinary support; ensuring that the prisoner’s sending wing maintained responsibility for the prisoner; a problem-solving approach; engaging the prisoner in decisions about reintegration; a phased return; and effective communication between the segregation unit and the wing.”16

Prison managers can shape segregation functions so that they foster personal responsibility and lead people to feel more responsible for their actions, for others, and for their prison. The relevance of restorative principles and processes is clear: if the aim of segregation is to encourage a change in behaviour from the person who has caused harm, then restorative practices provide an important resource. A restorative segregation unit would work with the person to:

- Focus attention on how their behaviour affected others;
- Decide what needs to be done to repair the harm; and,
- Ensure a smooth return to normal location.

Ensuring that time in segregation has a purpose and preparing the person for reintegration requires a problem-solving process. The person’s role in their own reintegration will depend on the reasons for their segregation, but the general principle should be that they be encouraged to take their share of responsibility for resolving the problems that led to segregation. This should begin with a focus on who was affected by their behaviour, the harm they did to others or to the prison community, and/or what they can contribute to solutions to the problems which resulted in their segregation. The Scottish Prison Service, in its review of purposeful activities, wrote:

*People are sent to prison not to be punished or to have their fundamental human rights derogated, but to be deprived of their liberty. Prison . . . should not equate to permanent banishment from the communities from which they have been temporarily separated. There has to be some mechanism through which people can take responsibility to repair the damage caused as a result of their behaviour and which allows them to reintegrate and contribute as active citizens.*17

The same should be said of segregation. People may need to be segregated for a short time, but segregation should not be indefinite banishment. To work effectively, segregation units need to establish mechanisms through which segregated people can repair the damage or resolve the conflicts that resulted in their segregation; and through those processes, all segregated persons should be enabled to reintegrate and actively contribute to their prison community.

---

From Exclusion to Inclusion: The role of Circles of Support and Accountability

David Thompson is Lecturer in Criminology at the University of Sheffield.

This article presents findings from a recently completed research project on Circles of Support and Accountability (CoSA) and their work with sex offenders. CoSA is a community based initiative which first emerged in Canada in 1994, before being piloted in England and Wales in 2002. CoSA uses volunteers to work with convicted sex offenders who are living in the community.

The majority of the sex offenders, or Core Members as they are referred to in CoSA, join CoSA following their release from a custodial sentence, though some Core Members will have received sentences which they serve in the community. Each CoSA project has at least one CoSA coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, training and selecting the volunteers who will work with the Core Member in the ‘Circle’. A Circle is made up of four-six trained volunteers and one Core Member. The volunteers work with the Core Member to help them re-settle into the community after their conviction. CoSA projects also work with the police and probation services to ensure that any relevant information on the Core Member is fed to the volunteers, or to statutory agencies. At a national level, Circles UK is the umbrella organisation of all regional CoSA projects in England and Wales.¹

The statutory management and supervision of sex offenders in the community is primarily undertaken by the police and probation services. The prison service also has a requirement to work with the police and probation service within the Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA). These arrangements have very much focused on the ‘containment’ philosophy whereby convicted sex offenders are managed and monitored in the interests of public protection. The perceived limitations of such an approach were seen as a partial reason for the emergence of CoSA in England and Wales. Combined with an emerging body of research advocating a more holistic and long-term view of reintegration and resettlement,² CoSA sought to fill the gap in assisting Core Members in their reintegration post-conviction. This article is based on research into CoSA carried out by the author as part of his PhD studies and as part of a wider national research project.³

What are Circles of Support and Accountability?

CoSA are voluntary arrangements to help sex offenders as they reintegrate into society after their conviction and return to the community. Offenders are invited to join a Circle of volunteers who befriend them and advise them in their efforts to re-integrate back into the community. The idea started in Canada with the Mennonite religious group seeking to provide an alternative environment to the widespread hostility and even vigilantism directed towards high risk sex offenders when they came out of prison. Early research of CoSA found strong support for its work. In one of the first qualitative studies of 12 Core Members, 10 felt the circle had aided them by offering practical and or emotional support, while six of the Core Members felt they would have re-offended without their circle.⁴ In a more recent evaluation of the model, CoSA participants showed an 83 per cent reduction in sexual recidivism compared to sex offenders who had not participated in CoSA.⁵ Starting with three early pilot projects in Hampshire, Thames Valley and through the Lucy Faithfull Foundation, the number of projects in the UK has grown to 13 active projects and one emerging project. At the time of writing, approximately 400 Core Members have or are currently participating in CoSA in England and Wales.⁶ Each of these projects are accredited by Circles UK, and follow a nationally agreed Circles UK Code of Practice.

1. See Circles UK web site at http://www.circles-uk.org.uk/
6. Personal Communication with Circles UK.
Early CoSA projects in Canada aligned closely with the principles of restorative justice (RJ). However, the association to RJ is not a traditional one. Whereas most RJ schemes occur at the beginning of the criminal justice process, CoSA is innovative in being an ‘end-point’ scheme. Moreover, CoSAs RJ commitment was never stated as being to work as a direct service to the victim. Instead Core Members seek to restore and repair damage they have caused to the community in the form of their ‘volunteers’. Thus, the Quakers believed the work of CoSA could successfully prevent sexual reoffending and in doing so prevent future victims.

In recent years CoSA has been increasingly linked to ‘strengths-based approaches’ and the Good Lives Model in particular. In utilising trained volunteers from the community, the Circle provides instant social capital to Core Members who might otherwise be quite isolated. The Core Member receives advice on practical matters such as accommodation, finances, health matters, employment and also receives emotional support where possible — all this constitutes support. The Core Member is also reminded of his or her offences and his or her behaviour is observed, challenged and reported on if necessary. This constitutes the accountability role of CoSA. The Circle in turn receives support and training from a CoSA coordinator.

The Research

For this research, interviews were conducted with 70 individuals participating in or involved in the delivery of CoSA throughout England and Wales. The interviewees comprised of 30 Core Members, 20 volunteers and 20 ‘stakeholders’ from 11 CoSA projects. A further short questionnaire was also used to collect basic demographic information on Core Members and volunteers. The research team also received permission to access administrative data held by CoSA projects of each Core Member interviewed. The research team used semi-structured interviews developed with the principles of Appreciative Inquiry (AI) in mind. AI is a form of interviewing which encourages participants to focus on and recall the positives or ‘best’ experiences rather than just focusing on the negatives. In this research it was combined with the use of generative questions. The use of generative questions adds an additional dimension by encouraging participants to reflect on what might be, or how things might be improved.

Themes common to all interviews included initial expectations of CoSA and why individuals stated they wanted to become involved. All groups were also asked about their experiences of CoSA meetings, the concepts of Support and Accountability and their perceptions of how CoSA can assist in Core Member reintegration. Core Members were also asked about their experiences of other interventions and their future plans. Eligibility to participate in the study was based on Core Members being aged over 18 years and having been a participant in CoSA for approximately six months. Access to all groups was facilitated in cooperation with CoSA coordinators. Each interviewee received an information sheet detailing their role in the research and requirements. Core Members also received £20 in gift vouchers to cover any travel expenses. This is a common practice in criminal justice research.

The Findings

Key findings from the Volunteers

One of the most unique aspects of the work of Circles is the use of volunteers to work with individuals who have been convicted of sexual offences. While volunteers have a long history of working with offenders in the criminal justice system, their use in the contemporary era, working with high-risk sex offenders is virtually non-existent. This and the high levels of hostility towards sex offenders by the general public — reported in the media — prompted the researchers to explore volunteer motivations for joining CoSA and their experiences of training. The research also explored volunteer experiences of working in a Circle, their relationship with Core Members and other volunteers, and how they perceived and recognised signs of success. The research also probed volunteer understandings of the

10. Stakeholders are taken to be the police, probation officers, project coordinators, and senior managers with funding responsibilities
central concepts of support and accountability and how they managed this in their working with Core Members.

All of the volunteers were highly enthusiastic about the work of CoSA and in their efforts with Core Members. When asked about their motivations for participating in CoSA, almost half (N= 8) stated to have initially done so in an attempt to progress their career by gaining experience working with offenders. The remaining volunteers stated a more altruistic or outwardly motivated reason. Interestingly, we found that many of those volunteers, who joined CoSA with the intention of gaining career experience, later exhibited more altruistic tendencies which led them to want to continue in CoSA for some years. For instance, two volunteers explicitly stated joining simply to gain experience for their CV, proclaiming:

I thought it would look good on my CV as much as anything and I suppose now I’ve finished my degree and I’ve continued it. I think I still do it because I think it works and you can see the changes in a Core Member (V17).

I am in university as well so it was a good opportunity to get a bit of experience in as well as doing my course… I suppose at the start it was to support a future career but now I suppose it is that I would like to carry on regardless really (V4).

The relationship between the volunteers and CoSA coordinator was often spoken as a factor behind volunteer motivation. In some cases it was the ‘sales-pitch’ or enthusiasm of the CoSA coordinator which encouraged the volunteers to join CoSA, for others it was the knowledge and ever-present support of CoSA coordinators that volunteers valued.

Nearly all of the volunteers reported a degree of anxiety about meeting the Core Member for the first time. Building a relationship with the Core Member was seen as vital and the meetings were the primary means to do this. What constituted a good meeting varied between the Circles and the individual needs of Core Members, though free-flowing and humorous meetings were seen as important. As the duration of the Circle progressed, and the relationship becomes more established, volunteers and Core Members would meet outside of the formal meeting rooms. These activities included visiting libraries, art galleries and bingo, as well as cafes. Some volunteers spoke of tailoring the venues to the needs of the Core Members, for others the change of venue away from the formal settings was seen as pivotal in developing the Core Members’ social skills and relationships, but also in helping them to recognise the progress they were making. Activities outside of the formal setting also had an accountability function for some volunteers as they were able to monitor how the Core Member would react in social settings.

Volunteers had a realistic assessment of what they could achieve with Core Members. The majority did not claim to be able to control or force change in the behaviour of Core Members, instead the volunteers felt they could influence positive behaviour through pro-social modelling. In addition, the volunteers implied the work of the Circle produced a number of subtle positive changes among all Core Members such as changes to their appearance, mannerisms and provided a degree of structure to their life. Thus, the Circle provided Core Members with an alternative environment to that offered by other professionals in supervision and management meetings or through treatment programmes. In doing so, CoSA, in line with the principles of re-integrative shaming12 expresses society’s disapproval for criminal behaviours while accepting the convicted and stigmatised individual back into society. Through this process, the Circle helps to prevent future offending through a process of active reintegration.

Although the word ‘accountability’ is an integral part of the title Circles of Support and Accountability, there was some confusion amongst the volunteers regarding the meaning and limits of the word. For some volunteers ‘accountability’ involved past behaviours and actions which contributed to and formed the Core Members original offence, others saw accountability as being about Core Members present and future behaviours. Despite such uncertainty, volunteers provided accounts and situations where Core Members had been challenged and held to account and this had some effect on Core Members attitudes and behaviours.

---

12. “Re-integrative shaming” is a form of shaming that still wants to rehabilitate as opposed to ‘disintegrative shaming’ which just shames and leaves the offender with the consequences i.e. the stigma and possible move toward more criminal subcultures – see Braithwaite J (1989). Crime, Shame and Reintegration New York, NY: Cambridge University Press.
Key findings from ‘Stakeholders’

‘Stakeholders’ is the term used here to refer collectively to the professionals who work with Core Members and CoSA volunteers. Professionals include coordinators of CoSA Projects, Police Officers, Probation Officers and MAPPA Coordinators and Senior Managers. Only the CoSA project coordinators have a direct role in the activities of the Circle, while Police and Probation Officers have a more distant role from the actual Circles but have clear views on the work they do. MAPPA and Senior Managers had very little involvement in the running of Circles but had an awareness of the fit of CoSA in broader risk management and criminal justice structures.

The role of CoSA coordinators was pivotal in gaining a positive reputation of the CoSA project. All of the CoSA coordinators had previous or current employment as a Probation Officer. This status as a trained probation officer facilitated positive relations with the Police and Probation Service. The role of the CoSA coordinator was diverse and did not just involve them managing the Circle but also recruiting and training volunteers, administrative tasks, marketing the project as well as ‘pulling’ together all the individuals and agencies to ensure a good service is delivered. All stakeholders spoke highly of the work of CoSA with many believing/stating CoSA added an extra dimension to the work that they themselves could do with sex offenders. The extensive professional training given to volunteers, combined with the common-sense views which volunteers brought to the Circle were stated as particularly beneficial to the ‘package’ of measures provided to Core Members. Perhaps most illustrative of this contribution was explained by one CoSA coordinator who stated:

Quite often the volunteers go ‘You what!’ and they give very real reactions to that. But if they did that to police and probation you get a very deadpan professional response of ‘Oh right OK, well you know what we need to do now’ (C3).

Because of the ‘good deed’ of working with Core Members, most of the stakeholders stated some level of concern about wanting to protect the volunteers from anything untoward from Core Members. This could be inappropriate attention towards the volunteers from Core Members (i.e. grooming or offending) or through the consequence of Core Members actions (mistratment). Police officers usually saw protection in terms of ensuring that the volunteers had sufficient information about the potential Core Members. In contrast, Probation Officers were concerned to directly intervene if they saw any risk to the volunteers, and if necessary even by stopping a Circle. The work of volunteers was also regarded positively by all stakeholders, with many being surprised by the levels of commitment offered by volunteers. At the same time, some stakeholders, especially police officers admitted to having initial doubts over the motivations of volunteers to do this type of work and the level of training they received. One explanation for this is the lack of involvement criminal justice professionals have in the recruitment and training of volunteers.

Core Members’ Perspectives

A recurring feature of interviews with Core Members was the discomfort, uncertainty and fears that their ‘new’ status as sex offenders gave them. Many had lost family, social networks and the familiarity of a home town. The media hostility towards sex offenders on an individual level added to their feelings of rejection. A number of Core Members (N= 10) also reported being required to move to a ‘new’ and unfamiliar place as a result of the conditions imposed. The result was all Core Members reported high levels of isolation, increased by their self-imposed withdrawal from the community. In this context then, the offer of support from CoSA represented an opportunity to overcome or at least counteract some of the barriers to their reintegration. This optimism of the improvements CoSA could offer came despite many Core Members reporting initial uncertainties of the role of CoSA, such as the members of CoSA providing 24-hour surveillance or the Core Member even being handcuffed to the volunteers during meetings! Fears were also abound amongst Core Members about how volunteers would react to, and judge Core Members.

Early meetings were the most ‘scary’ for Core Members. This is understandable given the requirement to disclose their offences and risk factors to a group of strangers. As one Core Member explained: ‘You’re in the hot seat and that’s what it felt like [with CoSA] that I was in the hot seat you know what I mean, that I was getting a psychological evaluation at times’ (Eddie). As the length of the ‘Circle’ progressed, meetings would move from discussing their past offending to a variety of ‘general’ topics. Core Members reported the meetings with the Circle to be different to those they had with statutory agencies, with the CoSA meetings being more

The role of CoSA coordinators was pivotal in gaining a positive reputation of the CoSA project.
comfortable and settled. However, volunteers could and often did challenge Core Members about their thoughts and behaviours since the last meeting. In most cases Core Members remarked that this induced stress but recognised this to be part of the role of CoSA and was of some value later on.\(^{13}\)

The value of participating in activities outside of the formal meetings was of great significance to the Core Members. Many of the Core Members in CoSA did not have the finances or social networks to enable them to visit a coffee shop, art galleries, or sporting events. Meals with the volunteers to celebrate birthdays and seasonal events were also popular. For Core Members, these activities took the focus away from their offending and were seen by Core Members as activities which ‘normal’ people would do. The relationship Core Members had with volunteers was on the whole positive. Core Members were especially appreciative of the time given up by the volunteers, for the advice and support from volunteers and the creation of a ‘safe’ environment for Core Members to meet, discuss, and practice appropriate social norms.

A further finding of the research focused on Core Members’ understandings of Support and Accountability. Given the centrality of Support and Accountability to the work of CoSA, Core Members’ understandings are important. Support was well understood by all Core Members and they provided numerous instances of support being received from the Circle. Accountability on the other hand was a more difficult concept for them to understand. Most Core Members initially were confused by the very word accountability and its meaning as Anthony and Christopher illustrate:

> I don’t even know what it means! (Anthony)

> Blimey I would have to get a dictionary out to figure it out (Christopher)

Despite this, throughout the interviews, Core Members were able to give examples of where the volunteers had challenged them about risky behaviours or held them to account for their past offending. When asked who was responsible for accountability in the future, the majority of Core Members stated it was only themselves who were responsible for their actions and it was they who made their own decisions, therefore accountability lay with them. The value of CoSA came in the form of advice and support from the volunteers which contributed to more accountable decision-making or a more accountable lifestyle. Core Members also reported to have improved their working relationship with statutory agencies such as the police and probation and being more appreciative of themselves. For a small number of Core Members the changes they identified were not solely the result of the CoSA, but also could be attributed to the influences of family, statutory agencies, and learning from treatment providers. Overall CoSA, the volunteers and CoSA coordinators were seen positively by the Core Members.

**Information Exchange**

The Circle is in effect an information exchange mechanism whereby personal information on Core Members can be passed to the professionals supervising and managing them in the community. Police and probation officers can then use this information as part of their risk assessment work and the supervision and management work that follows. This element of information exchange is what contributes to the ‘accountability’ part of CoSA. Information on Core Members will also pass the other way from the professionals to the volunteers that make up the Circle for them to know who they are working with. An illustration of the information flows involving CoSA can be seen in the diagram below.

![Diagram One: Flows of information with Circles of Support and Accountability](image)

**Conclusions**

The extent to which CoSA in England and Wales could ever adopt a fully RJ approach is questionable given the growing punitive response to the supervision and management of sex offenders. The top-down implementation of the CoSA pilots in England and Wales also affected the level of RJ principles. However,

---

as this research has found, and the title suggests, CoSA does adopt the inclusionary ethos of traditional RJ approaches.

The research and report focuses on the national experiences of those who are involved in CoSA using accounts from Core Members, volunteers and stakeholders. Rather than being an assessment of the impact or efficiency of CoSA projects in reintegrating Core Members, lowering recidivism or other factors, the research assessed the experiences of those being in and working with a Circle, those who organised the Circle and those who worked with CoSA in statutory agencies. The accounts provided show strong support for the work of CoSA among all participants, in particular, the Core Members. CoSA was seen as especially useful in helping Core Members to break the vicious cycles of isolation and stigmatization that sex offenders experience on their re-entry into communities. On a cautious note however, even where subjective accounts suggesting Core Members benefit from a certain type of intervention, without objective measures of behavioural problems, recidivism, and other indicators, the extent to which this is true will remain contested.

The research found strong support for CoSA among professionals working within the Criminal Justice system. Not only have projects routinely established a reputation for themselves as reliable partners, but in light of the current developments in probation provision and the desire to expand provision to the private and voluntary sectors, Circles UK and CoSA projects are well placed for these changes because the volunteers are committed to what they do with CoSA.

One of the weak points of CoSA has always been its ad hoc funding arrangements. The Ministry of Justice has always been verbally supportive of CoSA but when it comes to funding it has only supported the central Circles UK office. Elsewhere, throughout the regions, the projects have had to find their own funding; not the easiest task in these times of austerity. Indeed, as of 31 March 2015, Correctional Services Canada, ceased funding 14 regional CoSA projects operating under CoSA Canada, illustrating the fragility of CoSA provision worldwide.
The truth about restorative justice in prisons

Dr Theo Gavrielides is the Founder and Director of The Independent Academic Research Studies (IARS) International Institute; the Founder and co-Director of Restorative Justice for All; Visiting Professor at Buckinghamshire New University; and, Adjunct Professor at British Columbia’s Simon Fraser University’s Centre for Restorative Justice.

Over the last decade, the debate on the use of restorative justice in the secure prison estate gathered momentum internationally.1 In the UK, the interest in restorative justice practices was revived post the coalition government election. Through their ‘Breaking the Cycle’ Green Paper, the new administration stated their intentions for key reforms to adult and youth justice sentencing philosophy and practice.2 In fact, in its 2014 Commissioning Intentions document, NOMS specifically asked its prisons to deliver restorative justice.3 This was supported by a government-led Restorative Justice Action Plan4 covering all parts of the criminal justice system as well as an investment of over £30 million, most of which was given to the newly formed Police and Crime Commissioners. An additional half-million was given to two organisations to provide training to prison officers on restorative justice. The biggest investment, however, is said to be the pre-sentence restorative justice provisions in the Crime and Courts Act 2013, which is already in force. These make it explicit that the courts can use their existing powers to defer sentencing to allow for restorative justice to take place before passing a sentence. There are no limits as to the age or type of offence.

As the interest in restorative justice continues to grow, this paper aims to provide the developing policy field with further evidence on the effectiveness of restorative justice in the secure estate. On many occasions, I have argued that the emphasis of restorative justice researchers should not be to prove the superiority of restorative practices, but to help develop its potential through pilots and evaluation.5 I have also argued that although many claim to be using restorative justice, the practices are in fact still scant, and the evidence on their effectiveness thin.6

This article is based on evidence from a three-year research programme that was funded by the European Commission and focused on the use of restorative justice in the secure estate with a particular emphasis on juvenile offenders.7 The project was carried out by The IARS International Institute8 in 2009-13. It started with an overview of the extant literature. It was then officially launched with an expert three-day seminar that took place in London in November 2009. Thirteen Hungarian criminal justice professionals (i.e. prison governors, probation staff, judges, prosecutors, and researchers) attended workshops organised by IARS in partnership with the Prison Reform Trust, NACRO, Southwark Youth Offending Team, London Probation, Dr. Martin Wright, and the Register of restorative justice Practitioners.9

The preliminary findings from the workshops were complemented with a literature review, followed by original qualitative research that was carried out throughout the UK and combined 20 in-depth interviews with prison governors, restorative justice practitioners, policy makers and academics. The fieldwork also included observation of restorative justice practice and five in-depth interviews with young people who had received a custodial sentence and had direct experience with restorative justice.

The UK research was concluded with an expert half-day seminar that was held in London in November 2010. The seminar was organised by IARS in partnership with Open University.10 Forty experts in the field of restorative justice, policy and criminal justice attended the seminar.

6. Ibid.
7. In England and Wales, the main custodial sentence for young people (10-17 at the time of conviction) is the detention and training order. Young people may also be sentenced to extended determinate or indeterminate sentences under Sections 226 and 288 of Criminal Justice Act 2003.
8. See www.iars.org.uk
10. See http://www.iars.org.uk/content/drawing-together-research-policy-and-practice-restorative-justice-0
Participants included public bodies such as the Ministry of Justice, NOMS, Home Office, Youth Justice Board, the Equality and Human Rights Commission and Probation, independent organisations such as Prison Reform Trust, the Restorative Justice Council and Victim Support, restorative justice community based practices and prison staff. Academics and researchers in the field of restorative justice also participated in the discussions.11

Is there restorative justice in prisons?

Based on our research, there can be no doubt that restorative justice is practised in prisons. However, this practice is most of the times hidden, scatty and inconsistent. The truth is that it is difficult to map restorative justice whether practised in prisons, in the community or elsewhere. Any funder with an ambition to see a map of restorative justice practices will inevitably be faced with the fluidity of restorative justice, a notion that was born out of community’s passion to find a bridge in doing justice at a local level. Nevertheless, attempts to classify restorative justice practices in prisons have been numerous.12 These codifications tend to change depending on a range of factors such as the origin of the programmes’ agencies,13 the programmes’ objectives,14 the programmes’ inclusion of all, few or none of the harmed parties, or the programmes’ impact on the organisational and cultural aspect of prisons.15

The latest literature groups prison-based restorative justice projects into five broad categories.16 The first category is ‘offending behaviour programmes’ such as Alternative to Violence (AVP) workshops. They are attended voluntarily by prisoners, but they do not include victims.17 The second is ‘victim awareness programmes’ such as the Sycamore Tree Project, developed by Prison Fellowship (see the article in this volume by Penny Parker). They are attended voluntarily by prisoners who are given the opportunity to interact (either in a direct or indirect way) with ‘surrogate victims’.18 They are usually delivered in group sessions and do not include restitution to their own victims, but provide opportunities to offenders to make symbolic acts of remorse such as poems, letters and craftwork. The third is ‘community service work’ which includes projects that teach prisoners skills through work in the community that not only benefits the public but also prisoners’ prospects for post-release success and integration.19 They do not involve interaction with the victim and are fairly prevalent in British prisons.20 The fourth category is ‘victim offender mediation’ which includes an encounter (direct or indirect) with the prisoner and their victim. The final category refers to prisons with a complete restorative justice philosophy. This refers to institutions that have adopted restorative justice not just as a practice for the prisoners, but also as an ethos and philosophy that guides their policies and procedures, induction programmes, anti-bullying strategies, staff disputes, race relations, resettlement and release strategies.21

I caste doubt as to how many of the aforementioned categories can actually be labelled as restorative justice.

In fact, looking at the evidence from our study, there seemed to be consensus among the sample that their experience of restorative justice on the ground had little to do with the normative vision of the notion. For instance, the interviewed prison governors/ staff and restorative justice practitioners/ proponents agreed that when

18. This is a term used to refer to victims who are involved in similar crimes but they do not relate to the offender directly.
restorative justice is implemented in the secure estate there is little awareness about it, even by the agents implementing it. ‘Most of the time, prison staff will not realise they are doing restorative justice, when they are’, one policy maker said. ‘One of the difficulties of identifying, measuring and rolling out restorative justice in the secure estate is that in the everyday reality of prison staff and in the chaotic lives of offenders, it cannot be pinned down as one isolated practice or phenomenon’, one practitioner pointed out. The interviewee continued, ‘when there is an appetite for restorative justice in a juvenile institution, it will mostly be done in bits ... some will use it for educational purposes, others for psychological support and mentoring and others for healing, whether of the young person or the affected community’. This finding resonates with many restorative justice authors who have continuously warned the movement to be cautious when claiming a practice to be restorative for funding or evaluation purposes.23

On the other hand, some of the practitioners interviewed who were open to the idea of a consistent and identifiable model of restorative justice within the secure estate warned of a potential threat of a ‘narrow version’ of the practice. ‘A narrow version of restorative justice will not allow us to apply the educational and other preparatory stages that are needed in order for any encounter to be attempted’, one interviewee said. The interviewed practitioners and prison staff also highlighted the extremely vulnerable nature of juveniles who tend to be fragile and insecure individuals. A few interviewees also quoted examples to illustrate the fear that these individuals carry not only in relation to their environment and themselves, but also of society and their victim. A juvenile offender who was interviewed and had undergone a restorative justice programme while in a secure institution said how scared he felt when he was confronted with the idea of meeting the victim he had assaulted. According to the interviewee, the prison staff had to give him reassurances that the victim’s bag was searched for a gun that he thought would be used to get revenge for his wrongdoing.

A psychologist who was interviewed stressed the significance of being able to instil a sense of hope and confidence in young people while involving them in a restorative justice programme.24

Any attempt to answer the ‘effectiveness question’ assumes that there is a level of homogeneity in the development and implementation of restorative justice in the secure estate. It also assumes that there are enough scientific studies and evidence that will allow a worthwhile account of that practice. It should also be taken as a given that these evaluations are robust enough, and that they have received enough attention from funders and researchers to produce viable scientific data. However, as argued, there is lack of consistency in the delivery of restorative justice as well as scant data on their effectiveness. The interviewees stressed that it is rather common for prison staff to practise restorative justice (principally the preparatory version) without any awareness or proper training. It was also pointed out that the evidence on restorative justice’s effectiveness in the
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secure estate is still accumulating. This finding chimes with the extant literature. Moreover, as suggested by the various mapping exercises, including the one carried out by this study, ‘there is currently little restorative justice intervention of any kind taking place either in YOs or in the secure estate generally’.

Our survey interviewees who had experienced restorative justice in prisons highlighted examples to show the unique benefits that can be gained. It is important to stress that the majority of them did not believe that these benefits could be achieved via any other practice or ethos. For instance, one practitioner said:

I have been working in prisons for most of my life. The anxiety and fear that young prisoners experience prevents them from hoping for something better, while their motivation to do something for others is non-existent. It is only through a process of transformation that they can genuinely be offered a chance to change. To help them deal with their realities, prisons should be more than just punishing them. The system should be about giving hope, skills… helping them change their attitudes, educating them and yes even sometimes providing them with qualifications. I haven’t come across any practice that can do all these and transform lives other than restorative justice.

Another practitioner commented:

Restorative justice is not just about conflict and crime; it is also about psychological support, learning and personal development… that is why it works with young offenders. I am not saying that all young people in prisons are appropriate for restorative justice, but those who need that break through restorative justice can develop the empathy that they are lacking and that the world has deprived them of.

Someone else said: ‘by developing an understanding, you also develop compassion and emotional maturity. Their lack leads to violent crime and it is not surprising that most young offenders in institutions have no emotional intelligence or the ability to sympathise and relate to the external environment. Dialogue and restorative justice has strong potential in changing this’.

In short, the benefits of using restorative justice in prisons, as recorded by our fieldwork and triangulated through the extant literature, can be summarised as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Benefits of using restorative justice in prisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For victims</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An opportunity to ask ‘why me’, to understand what happened to them, express the full impact of the harm they experienced and obtain emotional relief from the process of being heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alleviate their fears and in some cases rage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve a greater sense of closure so that they can move on with their lives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An opportunity to express remorse and that they are trying to change since the offence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change their perceptions about the impact of their offence and increasing self-awareness and as a result not re-offend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve peace of mind as they feel that they have been able to help the victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A sense of involvement and ownership of the conflict that impacted on the locality and its residents; participation and engagement in tailored problem solving and deterrence strategies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Why restorative justice appeals today?**

There can be no doubt that there are benefits in using restorative justice in the secure estate. My research and policy experience, however, have made me a bit more sceptical about the true reasons that drive social policy. In the UK and internationally, the growing numbers of prisoners, the disappointing recidivism rates and the various scandals taking place within secure institutions (including the increasing suicides, rapes, drug trafficking etc.) have cast doubt on the effectiveness of incarceration. In a difficult economic climate alternatives are being sought. For example, in England and Wales, in the week ending 13 March 2015, there were 85,567 people in prisons and young offender institutions in England and


Wales. It is estimated that there are three more people in prison than last week and 32 more people compared to this time last year.36 Sadly, the child custody population at the end of December 2014 was 981. This represents a rise of 24 since November 2014. (see Figure 1)

In June 2010, the justice secretary launched a scathing attack on what many newspapers called the ‘Victorian bang’em up prison culture’ of the past 20 years.37 ‘Banging up more and more people for longer is actually making some criminals worse without protecting the public’ the justice secretary said in his speech at the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies in June 2010. (see Figure 2)

The Ministry of Justice as a whole receives funding of £9.5 billion per annum (as of 2010). Keeping a prisoner in custody costs £41,000 annually (or £112.32 a day). This means that the present 85,076 prisoners cost as much as £3.49 billion. According to Home Office statistics, it costs £146,000 to put someone through court and keep them in prison for a year. Putting one young offender in prison costs as much as £140,000 per year (£100,000 in direct costs and £40,000 in indirect costs once they are released).39 Two thirds of the Youth Justice Board (YJB) budget, or about £300 million a year, is spent on prisons, while the money it uses for prevention is roughly one-tenth.31 More worryingly, according to the Youth Justice Board (YJB), as a result of inflation and the rising costs of utilities and food, the costs of custody will keep rising even if prisoner numbers stay the same. Moreover, according to a 2010 report by the New Economics Foundation, ‘a person that is offending at 17 after being released from prison will commit an average of 145 crimes. Out of these crimes about 1.7 are ‘serious’ (homicides, sexual crimes or serious violent offences). Given that a prison sentence is estimated to increase the likelihood of continuing to offend by 3.9 per cent, this translates into an average of about 5.5 [additional] crimes caused, out of which about 0.06 are serious’.32 In 2010, the Justice Secretary said that prison often turns out to be ‘a costly and ineffectual approach that fails to turn criminals into law-abiding citizens’.33 He also indicated the new government’s appetite for seeking new and more cost effective ways of reducing reoffending and serving justice.

For some reason, restorative justice seems to have many convinced that it is a cheaper option than prisons.

Nevertheless, true data on the financial viability of restorative justice is extremely limited let alone in its use in prison settings.34 I have argued that before trying to reach conclusions or even develop our thinking about the cost-benefit analysis of restorative justice one has to ask what ‘the unit costs’ and the benefits that we
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29. Ibid.
should be assessing are. One of the very few studies on the matter is the 2002 report *Economic analysis of interventions for young adult offenders* prepared by Matrix Evidence. The report proposed the following ‘unit costs’:

- **The cost of diversion:** that is the cost of diverting young adult offenders away from the criminal justice system or into different paths through the criminal justice system.

- **The cost of the alternative sentences:** that is the cost of community orders instead of custody, or restorative justice conferencing instead of community orders.

- **The economic impact of changes in re-offending both during and after sentence:** that is the cost to the criminal justice system of responding to a crime, the healthcare costs of treating the victim of a crime, the victim’s financial cost of a crime, and the pain and suffering experienced by the victim of a crime.

  Looking at the ‘crimino-econometrics’ of restorative justice, we used the analogy of the basic economic theory whereby the price (cost) of a commodity or service affects the relationships or quantity of that commodity that people (service users) would wish to purchase at each price. The scarce evidence suggests that the savings that flow from the contribution made by restorative justice to reducing reoffending rates are impressive; crime by former prisoners costs society more than £11 billion per year, while restorative justice can deliver cost savings of up to £9 for every £1 spent. According to Victim Support, if restorative justice were offered to all victims of burglary, robbery and violence against the person where the offender had pleaded guilty (which would amount to around 75,000 victims), the cost savings to the criminal justice system — as a result of a reduction in reconviction rates — would amount to at least £185 million over two years. In relation to prison related services, the 2010 Victim Support report findings are summarised in Figures 3 and 4 below.

  According to Matrix Evidence, restorative justice practices would likely lead to a net benefit of over £1 billion over ten years. The report concludes that diverting young offenders from community orders to a pre-court restorative justice conferencing scheme would produce a lifetime saving to society of almost £275 million (£7,050 per offender). The cost of implementing the scheme would be paid back in the first year and during the course of two parliaments (10 years) society would benefit by over £1 billion (2009).

### Figure 3: Cost saving analysis for restorative justice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of offenders</th>
<th>Number of RJ Interventions</th>
<th>40% Take Up</th>
<th>Net cashable CJS savings over 2 years of which Police</th>
<th>of which Prisons</th>
<th>of which Legal Aid</th>
<th>Net cashable NHS savings</th>
<th>Non-cashable net savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>185m</td>
<td>65m</td>
<td>56m</td>
<td>14m</td>
<td>55m</td>
<td>741m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Victim Support / Restorative Justice Council modelling

### Figure 4: Cost saving analysis for restorative justice in prisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number diverted from immediate custody</th>
<th>FTE 1 year prison places saved</th>
<th>Saving to prison budget from diversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>6,540</td>
<td>£410m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence against the person</td>
<td>6,540</td>
<td>£410m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>£166m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>£124m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>£120m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Victim Support / Restorative Justice Council modelling
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36. Ibid, p. 3.
Although some of our interviewees used their own practices as examples to illustrate restorative justice's cost benefit for prisons, no one from the sample was able to provide hard statistical evidence. Most of their case studies revolved around time spent on processing young offenders via traditional criminal justice practices and prison as opposed to a restorative justice encounter or practice. Time as a ‘unit cost’ has also been recorded in the scarce available literature. For instance, according to the 2010 Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) survey on restorative justice, the average time taken by Hertfordshire police officers dealing with minor crimes through ‘street restorative justice’ was 36 minutes as opposed to 5 hours 38 minutes spent on issuing reprimands. Translating this into cost meant £15.95 for restorative justice and £149.79 for a reprimand. Similar savings were found for Cheshire police (£20.21 vs. £157.09). All in all, the scarce financial data seems to be encouraging, but the lack of scientific evidence remains.

**A word of caution**

Increasing pressure is put on governments to reduce the financial cost of imprisonment and recidivism internationally. This paper is written as the UK Commons Justice Select Committee publishes its 9th Report on Prisons and Policies. There it stated that there were budget cuts of 24 per cent in prisons — equivalent to £900 million — over the lifetime of the Coalition. In other words, close to £2,000 less is being spent on individual offenders than five years ago. The Committee concluded: ‘It is impossible to cut so deeply without having a damaging impact on standards and safety behind bars’. This was only two years after the warnings of the House of Commons Justice Committee: ‘We have grave concerns about the impact of efficiency savings on practice at the frontline for both prisons and probation, which will undoubtedly undermine the progress in performance of both services. Neither prisons nor probation have the capacity to keep up with the current levels of offenders entering the system. It is not sustainable to finance the costs of running additional prison places and greater probation caseloads from efficiency savings in the long-term'.

The belt-tightening in public spending presents restorative justice with a chance to test its cost-benefit analysis. The scarce evidence seems to be encouraging, but the lack of hard data remains. This is particularly true for restorative justice within prisons. While it appears that it is economically advantageous to society to adopt a restorative approach to crime, our research suggests that an appeal solely on this basis may undermine restorative justice in the long run. For instance, there was consensus among the interviewed practitioners that this could lead to quick fix policies, a lack of a coherent and long term strategy and high expectations.

Our fieldwork also raised concerns around the factors that drive social policy and criminal justice reform. For example, all the interviewed policy makers and the majority of interviewees made reference to the government's past commitment for a national strategy on restorative justice. The discussions were made within a climate of disappointment and suspicion. Specific reference was made to the 2003 Home Office consultation document on the government's strategy on restorative justice: The debate and promises that were made at the time raised the restorative justice movement's expectations. Soon after the publication of the draft strategy, and despite the plethora of evidence it collected through submissions from the public and individuals, the flurry of activity and interest in restorative justice waned. The restorative justice unit that was set up within the Home Office was dismantled and the majority of the strategy's recommendations were left in draft format.

The biggest strengths of restorative justice lie within the passion and commitment of its practitioners. Braithwaite warned that if this passion is tampered with, there is real danger that restorative justice may lose its authenticity. The study continues to be sceptical about top down approaches that attempt to define the future of restorative in the UK as a regulated and centralised mainstream methodology.
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Since the late 1970s advocates of restorative justice (RJ) have argued that this approach to justice represents an alternative to the dominant social logics of punishment. Critical of rehabilitation and retribution in particular, proponents argue that traditional criminal justice practices exclude victims, limit the ability of offenders to take responsibility and make amends for harms, and place the needs of state policies of crime control over those of individuals and local communities. Moreover, many early RJ proponents were drawn from the prison abolition movement and other social movements, and in its early growth, RJ was frequently articulated not only as a response to victim exclusion or offender accountability, but also in terms of larger goals of transforming the criminal justice system, including the argument that RJ could function as a viable redress to the use and growth of incarceration.

In the 1980s, there were attempts at RJ programmes that functioned to divert more serious offenders from prison, mostly in the United States (US). From the 1990s onwards, however, there have been very few RJ programmes focused on this goal.1 Rather, over the course of the last quarter century, RJ advocates have increasingly abandoned if not their critique of prisons, then at least the notion that RJ can serve as a viable alternative to them. The growth of RJ practices in most English speaking countries has in fact emerged largely within youth justice and/or in dealing with less serious offences,2 where incarceration is unlikely. The exception to this, however, has been the growth of RJ within prisons since the late 1990s. Since this time, an increasing number of RJ advocates and practitioners have made the argument that prisons, at least for the time being, are a fait accompli, concluding, as Johnstone notes, that ‘if imprisoned offenders, their victims and society are to get the benefits of restorative justice, it will need to be used within prisons.”3

Yet the movement of RJ into the prison has come in ways that looks something much different than how it has generally been used otherwise. Conferencing, mediation, and other practices that include victims, offenders, and other parties in face-to-face meetings in order to seek resolution to harms are generally not used in prison RJ programmes. Moreover, while the development of RJ since the 1970s has resulted in a general, if sometimes contentious consensus regarding what RJ ‘looks like’ in terms of best practice of ‘fully’ or ‘partially’ restorative practices, and of identified goals, there is far less consensus regarding these questions as they relate to its use within prisons.

Conversely, as the use and development of RJ in prisons has grown, it has done so with a plethora of definitions, differing programme structures and purposes, and distinct and even contradictory aims and goals. Devoid of the victim as a central driver of restorative processes or outcomes in most cases, RJ programmes in prisons have in turn sought ways to introduce surrogate victims into vignettes that discuss victim harms, have developed victim empathy and/or self-awareness curriculums, and have reoriented community service towards restorative justice outcomes for offenders and for those that such work may benefit. Beyond the ad hoc development of RJ programmes in prisons, moreover, is the more recent development of the idea that RJ can function towards the goal of institutional transformation of correctional settings and practices, an idea set forth in the concept of ‘restorative prisons’.

In this article I set forth a critical assessment of the use of RJ in prisons, both in terms of the use and growth of such programmes, as well as in relation to the concept of the restorative prison. My analysis is focused primarily on Anglophone countries, for two reasons. First, while Belgian and Hungarian experiments are now being cited as examples of how RJ might work to transform prison settings, it is not clear that these

examples are transferrable to an Australian, United Kingdom (UK), or US prison context. Second, Anglophone countries, with the exception of Canada, have seen some of the largest increases in prison populations within OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries. These are the countries that both embraced the punitive turn most markedly, and are now some decades later faced with the legacies of financially untenable correctional systems that have functioned less to reduce crime than to amplify and solidify increasing systems of social marginalization and exclusion not only for offenders, but also for victims and communities.

Restorative Prisons?

The idea of a restorative prison is one that most proponents agree exists in concept only. Specific attributes of what such a prison might look like vary within the literature. There is agreement that such a prison would include not only the implementation of RJ programmes, but institutional transformation and even influence over the social use of punishment itself. Edgar and Newell have defined a restorative prison as ‘a whole prison commitment to incorporate restorative justice into its mission, so that the establishment chooses restorative justice as its paradigm’,4 where ‘the whole function of imprisonment could be devoted to restorative aims’.5 Wallace and Wylie argue that, ‘a restorative prison would be one in which prisoners are encouraged to face up to the impact of their actions; the handling of disputes and conflict within the prison community is remodelled and relationships are supported and developed between prisoners, staff, family members, friends, and communities.’6 Towes argues that, ‘To be fully restorative, prison would offer more than restorative practices. It would also transform its goals, values, culture, and even architecture.’7

There are reasons to be wary of the concept of restorative prisons, however, or at least the idea that such transformation is possible. First and foremost, the notion that prisons are amenable to such transformations is not borne out in their history, particularly within English-speaking countries. McGowen notes that by the middle of the nineteenth century, ‘While reformers and retributivists tried to shape the prison regime to suit their purposes, both the reality of the prison and the use made of imprisonment by the judicial system displayed the substantial limits of their achievements.’8 But this observation could have been written at almost any point since then, with little difference save the addition of legislatures alongside with or in lieu of the judicial system.

In seeking to limit the role of the judiciary in determining punishments, Beccaria argued over two hundred years ago that punishment should remain the sole discretion of duly elected representatives.9 Since this time, control over the determination and administration of punishment has constituted a remarkable field of political and social power, to the effect that such control over punishment has more often than not remained fundamentally disconnected from the effects of the practices of punishment, and in particular imprisonment. This is hardly a novel observation. Foucault noted some forty years ago that:

For the observation that prison fails to eliminate crime, one should perhaps substitute the hypothesis that prison has succeeded extremely well in producing delinquency, a specific type, a politically or economically less dangerous — and, on occasion, usable — form of illegality . . . So successful has the prison been that, after a century and a half of ‘failures’ the prison still exists producing the same results, and there is the greatest reluctance to dispense with it.10

Control over the determination and administration of punishment, in this respect, isn’t merely the idea that the powerful criminalize the powerless. Rather, it is the recognition that the modern prison has remained, through all its iterations, a ‘failure’ for the reason that it
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creates the very class of people it is ostensibly designed to correct. Every epoch of failure brings with it the seeds of its rebirth in a new, if often recycled, emergence of control over the use and administration of punishment.

The ‘nothing works’ crisis of the 1970s illustrates this point well. Following Martinson’s report on the failure of correctional rehabilitative programmes,11 the result was not a crisis of the ‘prison’, but rather of its primary social function. Indeed, while Martinson’s report is often credited for this crisis, its influence was a result of already shifting political attitudes towards the use of punishment, providing evidence for what everyone ‘already knew’, namely that rehabilitation did not work.12 As with every crisis before it, however, what never happened was any serious questioning of the need for or legitimacy of the prison itself. Rather, in the face of an institution that was by most accounts failing in its purported mission to rehabilitate offenders, the response of policymakers on the right and increasingly on the left was to reconfigure the social logic of punishment towards ‘tough on crime’ approaches that eschewed rehabilitative ideals in lieu of longer prison sentences, determinate sentencing schemes, more punitive prison environments, and decreased discretion on the part of the judiciary and correctional officials. Within a quarter century, prison rates in America soared. Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and the UK also saw substantial increases.

Yet the radical reconfiguration of punishment under the punitive turn since the 1980s suggests that while the prison itself may not disappear anytime soon, it is an institution that is in fact amenable to social transformation. Indeed, the shift from judicial discretion towards more direct legislative control over the application of punishment as well as the functioning of correctional institutions suggests that prisons may be less resistant to change than often imagined. In this respect, why might the notion of a ‘restorative prison’ be so far-fetched? Such a question ignores, however, the most salient feature of the transformation of prisons over the last three decades, namely that the locus of such changes have not originated within prisons, but rather from changing social and political-economic factors that precipitated both their growth as well as changes to correctional administration and practices.

While advocates frequently juxtapose RJ practices against ‘punitive’ uses of punishment or ‘retributive’ justice, incarceration growth has not been merely a result of more punitive sentencing. Rather, such punitiveness has been part of a larger set of discursive practices of social marginalization and social control that have emerged in areas such as social welfare, mental health, labour, and education. The drivers of such changes have been the subject of much debate, but recent comparative research on incarceration growth suggests that Australia, New Zealand, the UK and the US share several factors related to the growth of prison populations, including the adoption of neoliberal economic policies,13 moderate to significant reductions in social welfare provisions to the poor,14 and increases in wage and wealth inequalities.15 Few criminologists believe that the sustained prison growth that has occurred in these countries is tied in any real sense to rising crime rates.16

In this respect, the goal of transforming correctional institutions fails to account for the fact that prisons themselves are by and large reflective of the

... however, what never happened was any serious questioning of the need for or legitimacy of the prison itself.

social, political and economic factors that not only correlate to differing philosophies of punishment, but also determine to a great degree how prisons operate and function, how they are managed, and even how (and how often) they are built. Loic Wacquant's work explicates this point well when he argues the massive growth of incarceration in the US cannot be separated from the social and political-economic confines of the ghetto. Wacquant argues that the prison and the ghetto constitute a carceral continuum for African Americans 'who circulate in closed circuit between its two poles in a self-perpetuating cycle of social and legal marginality with devastating personal and social consequences.' His analysis is focused on the US, but there exists similar socially-historical continuums as they relate specifically to the over-incarceration of Aboriginals in Australia, for Māori in New Zealand, for indigenous people in Canada and the US, and for ethnic minorities in the UK. It is difficult to see how the notion of a ‘restorative prison’ can be reconciled with carceral continuums of punishment where incarceration exists less as a reflection of individual behaviors than in the social application of punishment. Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK and the US all have significant rates of overrepresentation of ethnic and indigenous minorities in prison. In Australia, there is recognition that RJ has not worked well for indigenous people. In the US, hugely disproportional numbers of Blacks and Latinos have been incarcerated as a result of low level drug offences, and the war on drugs coupled with stop and frisk policies has resulted in (or exacerbated) the institutionalization of racism throughout the criminal justice system. In New Zealand, there is a widely held perception from Māori of police and institutional bias. Will restorative prisons acknowledge these and other social structural drivers of incarceration? If so, how will RJ confront them within the walls of the prison? If not, then how will it encourage offenders to ‘take responsibility’ for being Black, Brown or poor? Or how will it seek to create a restorative institution within a society where the state itself acts as an offender of civil rights and due process? Some advocates of restorative prisons have acknowledged these contradictions. Towes and Harris have given attention to social-structural drivers of incarceration and the degree to which RJ must contend with the fact those in prison are not simply there for reasons of doing harms to others. They note,Few restorative practices address the contextual factors that give rise to crime such as poverty, education disparity and racism, or policies that unfairly construct who and what is considered criminal along racial and economic lines . . . Restorative justice in prison calls practitioners to do community work to eliminate the social conditions that give rise to crime, such as poverty, inequality, racism, and violence. Yet such acknowledgements only complicate the argument that RJ can serve to redress the social and

It is difficult to see how the notion of a ‘restorative prison’ can be reconciled with carceral continuums of punishment where incarceration exists less as a reflection of individual behaviors than in the social application of punishment.

institutional practices and contradictions that shape the use of punishment. If the success of restorative prisons depends, even in part, on the confronting and addressing of social-structural conditions that engender crime and social marginalization, then RJ is faced with the task of addressing not only harm as it relates to individual experiences, but social harm on a grand scale. In this respect, such an argument is not much different than those made by some RJ advocates in the 1970s and 1980s, namely that RJ practices could lead to larger social transformations in relation to criminal justice policy and practices, albeit more as an alternative to formal criminal justice practices (including prison) than as part of them. But this has not happened.

It is perhaps not difficult to think of a restorative prison, where the right types of offenders can participate in programmes that, while generally exclusive of victims, are nevertheless oriented towards goals of victim empathy, reflection of harms caused to others, and community redress and restitution. There are already examples of restorative units in American, Canadian and UK prisons, as evidenced elsewhere in this volume. Yet, if the goal is merely one of seeking a smaller number of such institutions or units within prison systems that are otherwise faced with overcrowding, violence, abysmal health care and mental health care, wanton punitiveness, and populations who are largely socially marginalized, then RJ will likely be co-opted and tamed within correctional settings as much as it has been outside of them. On the other hand, if the goal is larger institutional transformation, RJ must contend with the fact that prisons in the early 21st century are very much a product of the contemporary societies that are creating larger classes of throwaway people — not only offenders, but victims as well, and a nexus of crime and victimization bound up in the growth of superfluous people and expendable communities.

The use of RJ in prison generally includes victim awareness and empathy programmes, re-entry and reintegration programmes, and community service or work programmes. Restorative Justice in Prison

The use of RJ in prison generally includes victim awareness and empathy programmes, re-entry and reintegration programmes, and community service or work programmes. Relatively few RJ prison programmes in English speaking countries involve direct participation of victims in conferencing or other forms of participation.27 The exclusion of victims from RJ prison programmes poses several problems. Notably, one of the primary ways that RJ has legitimized itself against other criminal justice approaches has been on the basis of its ‘victim-centred’ approach. Predicated on the notion that crime can be better conceptualized as ‘harms’ caused by one party to another than as a violation of criminal law, RJ has given significant emphasis on the inclusion of victims in terms of their ‘ownership’ of the harms caused to them, and in terms of how the restoration of such harms may better meet the needs of not only victims but also offenders towards the goal of reintegration.

The exclusion of victims in most RJ prison programme begins a fundamental question — or one that should be fundamental to a ‘victim driven’ approach to justice. If most RJ prison programmes exclude the possibility of victim involvement, not only in the opportunity to meet face to face, but in terms of having any input into the resolution of harms caused to them, then what becomes the primary basis on which the notion of ‘restorativeness’ is predicated? And what in fact is being restored?

A second problem extends from the first. Without the possibility of victim involvement, and within a system that relies on ‘traditional’ sanctions and formal processes of adjudication, it is difficult to see how measures of success are or will not be linked implicitly or explicitly to crime control and reduction strategies. This is a problem that has been acknowledged by RJ advocates, particularly in relation to seeking support or funding for such programmes in prison.28 In this respect, it is not clear


the degree to which prison RJ programmes will not (or have not) become increasingly oriented towards benchmarks of offender compliance and recidivism. Dhami et al. note, for example, that RJ should be ‘used to improve prisoners’ experiences of imprisonment which may result in an increase in prisoners’ utility in terms of their efforts to reduce crime via these alternative strategies.’ Yet such a position appears geared predominately towards the use of RJ for crime reduction strategies where correctionalism, and not the restoration of harms, becomes the primary goal.

Research from practitioners and advocates of RJ in prison suggests that while they are concerned about the reduction of success to such benchmarks, they also believe that RJ affords important, if less immediately measurable benefits. Even conceding that such benefits may exist, in abnegating its more critical challenge of incarceration in lieu of approaches that work towards more ‘traditional’ correctional goals and benchmarks, there is a significant risk in relying (to borrow from Audre Lorde), on the master’s tools to dismantle the master’s house.

Many proponents of RJ prison programmes are not naïve to such problems. On the contrary, as Presser has argued, ‘Given the logics of prison — harm-seeking, exclusionary, individualistic, state-dominant, irrelevant to victims, passivizing to victims — restorative justice is, in fact, most compatible with its abolition.’ Yet Presser also argues that ‘Until they are abolished, it behoves us to make prisons more restorative — for the sake of prisoners, their victims, their families, and their jailers.’

... Presser also argues that ‘Until they are abolished, it behoves us to make prisons more restorative — for the sake of prisoners, their victims, their families, and their jailers.’

This shift towards the adoption of more normative correctional goals has occurred in other ways as well. Hurley, for example, notes that the movement into the use of RJ in prison settings represents an emerging view within RJ that ‘embraces the concept of offender-oriented restorative justice,’ a view that ‘reflects the needs of offenders and victims along with emphasizing the fact that the offender must make amends, change, and engage in rehabilitative efforts.’
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an ‘offender-oriented’ RJ, without the inclusion of a victim as a subject, and not merely an object of offender change or rehabilitation, brings such a view of RJ almost totally in opposition to much of RJ’s critiques of and opposition to ‘offender driven’ uses of punishment towards the interests of the state.

How then are prison RJ programmes not emblematic of ‘offender driven’ criminal justice systems focused primarily on law violation and state interests of crime control and reduction? Without victim involvement, one way that many RJ prison programmes have sought to address the concept of making amends is through the use of community service programmes. Many RJ programmes in prison involve community service as a central or even defining feature of the restorativeness of such work. This is not surprising, as focus on community has been a central feature of RJ practice and theory for over thirty years, including attention to how crimes harm communities, and how offenders can thus make amends for such harms.39

Yet there is nothing inherently restorative about community service. On the contrary, much like prisons, community service has been repeatedly moulded to successive and even contradictory justice paradigms. In its most punitive form, such service is often conducted using tactics that are specifically intended to shame or humiliate the offender and fundamentally separate them from the community. On the other hand, there are more well-researched uses of community service that have sought to delimit these tactics, to include victim input into service work, and to seek when possible the use of such service as a means of inclusion into the community.40

However, there is markedly little research on the restorative uses of community service in prisons. We know little about the conditions under which such service is performed, whether it in fact serves to restore harms to offender’s communities, or if it is in fact reintegrative. Research that does exist on the restorative use of such service work is problematic. One of the more notable RJ prison programmes in the UK, the Inside Out Trust programme, has been widely cited as an example of the effective use of RJ in a prison setting. According to an evaluation of this programme, the Trust ‘developed prison projects based on restorative justice principles’41 in several UK prisons between 1994 and 2007, including ‘activities as repairing bicycles, refurbishing wheelchairs, upgrading computers and producing Braille and large print books for charities, both in the UK and in poorer countries.’42 However, the evaluation also makes it clear that very little of this work was conducted outside of prison workshops. Thus, while it was called community service, this was work performed behind bars. Communities served by such work were frequently far removed from the offenders’ own communities. The programme also afforded no possibility of offenders meeting with victims or even surrogate victims, no curriculum oriented towards self-reflection of harms caused to others, and no other restoratively oriented programmes.

In effect, such a programme is labelled ‘restorative’ for the reason that it provided a sense of meaningful work for offenders, and had social benefits for others. Clearly these are important goals. But neither of these is unique to RJ in any sense. On the contrary, prison work has been used for decades (with varying success) towards reintegrative goals, and has not infrequently also been used towards more altruistic ends. There is little about such work that cannot be readily subsumed into most social logics of punishment. Nor is there anything peculiar about the notion that incarcerated people, faced with the pains of imprisonment, might find meaning in such work. The reduction of RJ, in this sense, to practices that would be readily identifiable and amenable to prison administrators and reformers fifty, one hundred, or even two hundred years ago should at the very least give pause to the question of whether RJ is in fact transforming prisons, or rather if it is being fundamentally transformed by them.


42. Ibid. p. i
The New Zealand Drug and Alcohol Court Initiative known as Te Whare Whakapiki Wairua (translated as ‘the House that lifts the spirit’) began its five year pilot in November 2012 at two of the Auckland District Courts (Auckland central and Waitakere) with a view to managing 100 offenders through the process each year at a cost of $2 million per year for the five years of the pilot initiative. The project embodied much of the international learning around drug and alcohol courts as well as a Restorative Approach to Defendants and Victims involved. The style of the programme was therefore Participatory rather than Retributive, and participants were expected to actively engage in treatment as well as community service and other measures to address the route causes of their addiction and offending. Key themes were therefore Domestic Violence and Drink driving. In December 2014 New Zealand introduced Section 24A of the Sentencing Act 2002 and in doing so took the bold step of requiring all sentencing judges to investigate Restorative Options prior to sentencing.

Judge Lisa Tremewan was appointed to the District Court at Waitakere in 2005 and sits in the general, youth and jury trial jurisdictions. With a strong interest in restorative justice and therapeutic interventions, Judge Tremewan and her colleague Judge Emma Aitken, have overseen the introduction of the Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment (Te Whare Whakapiki Wairua) Court at the Waitakere and Auckland District Courts.

SH: What is the Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment (AODT) Court pilot?

LT: The AODT Court pilot arose out of an initiative that involved a review of the 3000 or so Drug Courts that exist in the USA, and applying the best of what was found to shape the AODT pilot in New Zealand. Based in Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city, the pilot programme focuses on treating the alcohol and other drug (AOD) dependency that has contributed to someone’s offending. It aims to positively impact on their health and wellbeing and help prevent them from committing further crime. If someone is selected for the Court and agrees to take part, their case will be put on hold before sentencing to allow them to undergo intensive treatment for their addiction. If the treatment is successful, it will be taken into account by the judge when they are eventually sentenced. This is not an easy option — successfully treating an addiction will take significant commitment from the offender. Because it is a pilot, the AODT Court data about those in the programme will be included in the evaluation to assess whether the court will be continued.

SH: Has the reality of the programme matched the early vision of the pilot project?

LT: The court had five clear aims which were mandated by Parliament. There was a clear expectation that the participants would be on the programme for approximately 12 months during which time they would be actively engaged in treatment and be required to report back to the court on progress. Each court therefore manages around 50 people at any one time; we currently have 47 people in the programme with a further four coming on stream. This has been fairly consistent over the last couple of years. In practice participants have remained on the programme for around 16 months, sometime because they are waiting for treatment, sometimes because they are remanded in custody and we are awaiting assessments to be completed. We deliberately targeted offenders with high risk and high need as we wanted to see the greatest impact on some of the most serious offenders who had been in the system a long time. So we have seen most cases in the ‘moderate to severe’ category in terms of their AOD dependency.

SH: Is there a philosophical approach to the treatment process?

LT: The Programme is based on ‘abstinence’ rather than ‘harm reduction’, although there is a degree of tolerance around other forms of offending behaviour, reflective of the fact that we see people who are essentially addicted to ‘offending behaviour’ as much as the drugs and alcohol. Wherever possible we will try and involve victims and families, as they also play a big part in the process. There are five key roles: Judge,
If you acknowledge someone’s progress, they obtain a better sense of self-worth. If you say you’re disappointed in them, that’s hugely crushing.

SH: Given the court was based on learnings from International experience are there any differences or distinctive features of the AODT Court in New Zealand?

LT: Distinctive features of the New Zealand AODT Court are:

- the inclusion of Māori cultural practices and support to meet the needs of Māori participants;
- the ability of the AODT Court to require participants to attend 12-step meetings (mainly Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics Anonymous (NA) meetings);
- the inclusion of case managers from the health sector and peer support workers;
- the AODT Court is a pre-sentence rather than a post-sentence initiative; and,
- the court includes participants charged with driving while intoxicated.

SH: What about the participants? What is their reason to want to participate and stay in the programme?

LT: ‘Not wanting to disappoint Judge Wendy’ is amongst the most popular of responses. Furthermore, the process is non-adversarial and the focus is on changing aspects of the lifestyles of the people who come through the Courts to ultimately change them. Another dimension is about getting lawyers to redefine what we mean by success. These ‘addict’ labeled offenders want what we take for granted — a normal life. Success then becomes successfully turning their life around.

SH: And victims? What is their part in the process?

LT: There is no formal requirement for victims to participate, and in many cases it is impractical for them to do so (a large Department store that has been subject to regular shop lifting to fund a drug users habit for example will not want to give up their time to attend court). However in every case the court will attempt to communicate with any victims that have been identified and offer the opportunity to participate. One of the measures of success long-term will be the extent to which we build public confidence in the process. Most victims are pretty clear about what they want: ‘to see the offender drug and alcohol free’. Because the programme typically takes 18 months to two years to complete most victims will inevitably have moved on at this point and are not likely to participate formally. Having said this we have had a number of conferences which have involved ‘letters of apology’ and in some cases offenders will attend meetings at a Marae (cultural meeting house) where the offender will be expected to reference their understanding of victim impact and look for a way of providing some form of restitution — usually by volunteering or giving back to the community in some way. Police prosecutors are now taking time to follow up with past victims to feedback participant success and any details of things like voluntary and other work completed.

SH: What is the most important aspect of this restorative work?

LT: It will vary depending on the circumstances. Almost all participants will complete around 200 hours of community work that they have chosen (we
try to avoid making this a punitive response); they are expected to be in work, looking for work or studying as an outward demonstration of turning their lives around. Writing a ‘letter of account’ to explain to victims that the offender fully understands and accepts responsibility for their behaviour can equally be important.

SH: Given the fact that RJ has now become a ‘mandatory’ process for judges how is this impacting on the criminal justice system generally?

LT: As with any approach of this type which steps outside the more familiar judicial process there is a lot of variation in application. Many of my colleagues believed that RJ would just not be relevant in some areas. An example of this is family violence; whereas the reality is that victims are engaging in and welcome the process. Many victims are pragmatic about what happens to perpetrators and that they also need to move on with their lives. One issue will of course be access to Third Sector Organisations which have the capacity and capability of delivering RJ services — we are to some extent a victim of our own success in this area. There is huge support for the approach right across government, not just from the Ministry of Justice, equally in Health which is a key player in this space if perpetrators are to access and receive treatment.

SH: How do you think the process can improve?

LT: In many ways we are still breaking new ground. In the early years it has been very much about collaboration across departments and in areas that are traditionally not based on cooperation. For example Prosecutors and Defence Lawyers have to work together. Families are also part of this process, in the past they may have seen themselves as victims of the system, whereas now their role is to support the offender and encourage them to seek and continue in treatment.

SH: What is your perception of the reaction of participants and how effective the process has been?

LT: The Interim evaluation of the pilot perhaps provides the best evidence for this:

**Participant Experiences of AODT**

At first, it’s really daunting because it’s so different, the judge is there and she addresses you as a person and [the] same as the court, you’ve got the lawyers and counsellors and support people sitting there but then everyone claps for you and it’s supportive, and it’s just different — it’s humbling. (AODT Court participant 10)

I think it’s good. Every time we go there we sit at the back of the court and everyone’s there so we hear everyone else’s story and there’s some sort of strength there and support and it’s really good. Even if it’s not about you, it’s about someone else you still connect [with] and you pick up everything from that person and it’s quite different; it’s good. It makes it easier, because when you go back after court you’ve got that energy to carry on, and everything is sort of explained. Like when you’re in rehab, you have your ups and downs and everything, but when you’re [in] court you have a breather and hear other people’s stories, and everything sort of fits in and then when you go back you’re refreshed and you can carry on. Being around the same people that are like me. (AODT Court participant 13)

It’s good. This one here is a lot better than normal District Court. In District Court you get in the box or whatever but this one here they welcome you and they acknowledge you — your clean time or the good things that are going on. If I’m slacking in places, they sort of explain that I need to … but not in a harsh way. They encourage well, and they’re not hard — they’re not soft either, but yeah. You feel like you want to be here but with other courts you don’t want to go. (AODT Court participant 7).

---
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Book Review
Mercy: A Restorative Philosophy
By David Cornwell,
Publisher: Waterside Press,
Hampshire, UK, 2014, 136pp,
ISBN 978-1-909976-0106
Paperback £12.95

David Cornwell locates the central concerns of this book carefully within current debates on crime and punishment. His explanation of the transition from a restitutive to a retributive understanding of crime, with the state rather than the victim at the centre, covers well-explored ground in a crisp, clear way which will be helpful to newcomers. His long experience at the intersection of practice and theory gives a realistic tone to his account, for example, of the systematically ambivalent attitude to restorative justice of almost all those whose hands are near to the levers of power in the UK system.

Coming to the main focus of his argument, Cornwell opens up the contested relationships of meaning between justice, equity, mitigation and mercy. He is emphatic that the latter two are quite distinct from one another. He studies the debate which followed the early release on compassionate grounds of Abdulbaset Al-Megrahi, convicted of murder in connection with the Lockerbie aircraft bomb in 1988. One distinguished philosopher held that strict justice forbade the exercise of mercy in that way; another, that mercy is an executive power, often vested historically in the monarch, which lies outside and in some way beyond the calculation of strict justice. Cornwell is clear that if the category of mercy finds its way into the actual administration of justice, confusions will follow.

He returns to familiar ground in mapping the punitive turn in UK politics from the 1990s. He does not like an accelerating retributivism, and he especially dislikes ‘general deterrence’, that is punishing people ‘pour encourager les autres’. However, when he comes to his central discussion of mercy, the argument gains power from his reading of moral philosophers who have discussed the nature of mercy. Which better reinforces the ‘moral credibility’ of the administration of justice — strict desert or the exercise of mercy? He traces arguments back to a seminal paper by Alwynne Smart in 1968, from which a continuing debate on the place of mercy has flowed.

He begins to make his serious play for a new approach in a chapter ‘Institutionalising mercy’. The phrase is from Paul Robinson, whom Cornwell follows to some extent. However, on pp 58-9 he makes his decisive move. He says that as retributive justice is based on desert — which he acknowledges to be a problematic concept — so may mercy be, in a restorative process where the victim wishes to ‘show mercy’, and the perpetrator shows some remorse. He brings into the foreground a notion of ‘desert of mercy’, while retaining the position that mercy ‘is for victims of crime to extend as both forbearance and forgiveness when (or if) they feel gracious enough to do so’ (p 59). Later he asserts conversely that ‘the state ... has no responsibility or capacity to extend mercy’ (p.100).

There is some crunching of gears as Cornwell moves into a chapter setting out his two-track model for criminal justice (adumbrated in an earlier book). One track, dependent on the offender accepting responsibility and showing remorse, would follow a restorative approach; the other, for the rest, a ‘traditional’ model. The upshot would be more community-based programmes, paid for by a big drop in prison numbers. In the course of defending this position, Cornwell makes clear his view that punishing remorseful and remorseless people alike for the same offence ‘would be an injustice done to the remorseful’ (p. 67). The remainder of this chapter is a continuing spirited defence of the effectiveness of community and restorative interventions, done right.

A chapter on victims raises some awkward issues. It begins to seem that we should take victims seriously if they want a restorative process, but not if they want exemplary punishment. A risk of paternalism seems close to the surface here — Cornwell definitely does not wish victims to address the court lest they be vindictive and cloud a jury’s judgment. He points out that victims’ rights are still not enshrined in law in England and Wales, but his enthusiasm for such rights sits oddly with his very partial valuing of them.

As a theoretical account of restorative justice (the subtitle is ‘a restorative philosophy’), the book describes the background without achieving a convincing integration of the core concepts. As an account of the place of mercy in criminal justice, it opens up a useful new area of discussion. The concept of mercy is, incidentally, prominent in current theological discussion, and a Roman Catholic...
Cardinal has recently published a major book called, like this one, ‘Mercy’. The idea that ‘mercy’ typically describes a situation where a forgiving victim and a remorseful offender come together seems to this reviewer a little narrow.

The book will be a useful introduction to its general topic, and will set more informed readers thinking along new lines. If it does not solve as many knotty problems as it sometimes claims, well, it is far from being the only book of which that may be said.

**Book Review**

**The Role of Community in Restorative Justice**

by Fernanda Fonseca Rosenblatt.

Publisher: Routledge (2015)

ISBN: 978-1138858954

Price: £85

Another title from the Routledge ‘Frontiers of Criminal Justice’ series, The Role of Community in Restorative Justice is the culmination of a PhD thesis completed by Fernanda Fonseca Rosenblatt at the University of Oxford. Although the title (and the books minimalist cover) suggests a stark, sterile and somewhat bland regurgitation of what is already known about restorative justice and where it fits in modern day criminal justice circles; what lies beneath is a breath of fresh air. It is thorough, well considered and has a flow which takes the reader through a journey that neatly introduces her research aims, objectives, methods, analysis, discussions and conclusions. Her style of writing allows the reader to truly understand the flow of the book and makes for pleasant reading.

The overall content of the book is a reflection of Rosenblatt’s qualitative study into the role that people from the community play in youth justice panels. These panels are an area of restorative justice in England and Wales. Comprising a total of 127 semi structured interviews with Youth Offending Team (YOT) workers, community panel members and young offenders themselves, Rosenblatt has demonstrated a sound methodology for the conducting of this case study. She has three primary aims to her work, which have been designed to establish:

1) why . . . the community is involved in the youth offender panel process;
2) to examine how . . . the community is involved in the youth offending panel process; and,
3) to investigate the overall role of the community in the referral order process (emphasis in original, p 78).

These aims are more than adequately achieved throughout the eight chapters and her conclusions will be discussed below. She guides the reader through the history of restorative justice, placing her research within the gaps in the literature so that we are under no illusion that this is an important and timely piece of work. As with many qualitative studies she brings to life the many people with whom she met and who so kindly gave up their time to talk to her in the first place. For example her participants like to explain what they think of the panels:

**Random People. They don’t know me. They only sit there once or twice (p. 136).**

Just people from the street? (p.136).

Although the use of the ‘voice’ of the participants is nothing new in the world of qualitative research, Rosenblatt neatly fits their narratives together; helping her to show how well informed her conclusions are.

Therefore, if restorative justice’s goal is to give power to the people who are most affected by the criminal act especially when they are deciding what to do with a particular offence and offender, then Rosenblatt has shown how the theatrical nature of youth offender panels does not fully include community members and does not allow them to be entirely utilised; especially not in the original way it was intended. She argues how she has demonstrated that community members do not have sufficient knowledge when it comes to dealing with offenders and contradicts previous research, alongside Ministry of Justice guidance on how restorative justice should be delivered in the community. Community members rarely bring ‘local knowledge’ to the panels and when they do, this knowledge is not as good or as detailed as the YOT workers themselves. Some community members choose to sit on panels of neighbouring areas (to reduce the chances that they know the offenders) which in turn does not provide the panel with adequate local knowledge. Rosenblatt therefore believes that youth justice panels should rely more on the professionals involved and not expect so much from the lay people, as their input and knowledge is often minimal and does not ‘help to strengthen social ties’ (p. 210). Indeed in Rosenblatt’s own words the study ‘advances our empirical and theoretical understanding of community in restorative justice’s talk and practices, but it does so mainly by

---

suggesting what ‘community involvement’ does not mean and what work it does not do’ (emphasis in original, p. 207). The very nature of the sound methodology and the use of the ‘voice’ of those people involved, means the reader is left with little choice but to consider her findings respectfully.

All in all, from a practical sense, Rosenblatt has started to untangle the quagmire that is restorative justice, especially in relation to youth justice panels. She has provided evidence that the UK position of these panels is outdated and under researched; practitioners should therefore take note and use this book to their advantage, as it offers useful insights and would help to inspire change in a positive and modern fashion.

Darren Woodward is a criminology lecturer at the University Centre Grimsby. He is an ex-prison officer and a current PhD Student at the University of Hull.
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